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Burleith Safety Improved

Receive

want to stress [patrols on] Prospect Street, because it
seems that's the street most people use to get back to

By EvLias Soussou

AND MIGUEL GONZALEZ JR.

campus."

Hoya STAFF WRITERS

Expanded off-campus patrols by the Department
of Public Safety will soon allow students walking
back from Wisconsin and O streets to breathe alittle
easier on their way home late at night.
GUSA

Residents

President John Cronan (COL

98) and

Chair of the Student Services Committee Hae Jung
Moon (SFS ’99) met with Dean of Students James

A. Donahue and DPS Director William L. Tucker
Monday to discuss off-campus safety and the possibility of expanding DPS patrols at night. He said
Donahue and Tucker will submit a proposal. to
GUSA next Monday outlining the specifics of the
plan to expand off-campus patrols.
“The resources for the safe paths are in place right
now, so all that’s left is the formalization and publicizing the route,” Cronan said.

:

Accordingto Cronan, the expanded patrols would
consist of a DPS officer driving in a loop from the
Healy Gates to Potomac and O streets, then turning
south andreturningto 37th Street via Prospect Street.
A DPS officer on a motorcycle would also patrol
Prospect Street, and Cronan expressed a desire to
continue DPS patrol of the LXR and Walsh perimeter at the far east end of campus. Moon said "We

;

Tucker said that DPS is “trying to improve safety
concerns and heighten the visibility of our patrols,”
adding thattherehave been no muggingsthis
year along
the Walsh and Village B route to campus. He did not
provide a number of muggings elsewhere on campus.
Cronan said the expanded patrols would be useful,
but he said Dean Donahue had expressed a concern that
students would be lulled into a false sense of security.
“Youstill haveto use common sense. Students should
still walk back in groups and be careful when walking
around. DPS can only do so much,” Cronan said.
Dean Donahue could not be reached for comment.
. While on campus, DPS officers have all the powers

TaxBreaks
By Sonya V. CHawLA
Hoya Starr WRITER

Each year, as Georgetown

Univer-

sity students move into their off-campus apartments, neighbors dread the
late-night partying, noise and hassle.
. But perhaps neighbors have new incentive to not only handle the situa-

of arrest that D.C. police officers have, but they cannot

tion, but handle it with a smile.

arrest anyone beyond the boundaries of campus. “We
spoke a little bit about a DPS officer patrolling Burleith
alleys, but they can’t do much because of problems with
jurisdiction,” Cronan said.
Cronan said the jurisdiction issue was not a major
problem with thenew plan. “Their very presence acts as

On August 5, 1997, the Tax Payer
Relief Act was passed by Congress to
provide tax credits to specific regions
in the D.C. area.

According to the Act, tax credits
will be provided for an entire region
where over 20 percent of the residents
fall below the poverty line. Such regions include any area where over 20
percent of the residents are either unemployed or low-income citizens.

a deterrent to crime,” he said.

Another deterrent to off-campus crime that has often
been cited by students isimproving off-campuslighting.
But the university cannot do much to improve this
See BURLEITH, ». 5

The Act, however, has no mention of

Men’s Group Unites in D.C.

whether or not students are residents
whose incomes are included under its
provisions.

Promise Keepers Support Families, Draw Criticism

the prospect that the Georgetown,
Foggy Bottom and West End areas
may fall into this poverty category be-

However,

residents

are excited

at

ise Keepers Mobilization Project” by the National
Organiztion of Women.

cause over 20 percent of the residents
are Georgetown University, George
Washington University and American

“I looked for aman among them who would build
up.the wall and stand before me in the gap on behalf

The Founding of a Brotherhood

University students.
Although Georgetown

of the land so I would not have to destroy it, but I

The setting of a stadium for Promise Keepers meetingsisno accident; the group’s founder, Bill McCartney,
is the former head football coach of the University of

exclusive

BY ELIZABETH KHALIL
Hoya Starr WRITER

found none.”
Ezekiel 22:30 serves as the inspiration for a
gathering on the Mall this Saturday. Metro lines,
highways, and bus routes will be choked with thousands of men from all over the country attending
“Stand in the Gap: A Sacred Assembly of Men.”
The Promise Keepers, the group sponsoring the
event, have generated publicity and controversy
ever since their inception six years ago. Television

Colorado.

In 1990, en route to a conference of the

to the organizations activities. The group has even

confessions, embraces, and even tears.

ing in each others’ arms. In recent weeks, publica-

tions like The Washington Post and Newsweek

seem

generated enough controversy to warrant a “Prom-

See PROMISE
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Alison Becker (COL '99)and Ed Herro (COL '99) were the ‘lucky’ winners ofthe Longest Kiss
on Campus contest sponsored by GPB and the Junior Class Committee on Friday.

University Considers
fl Bidding on Field
By Corin M. NEwMAN
Hoya Starr WRITER

In an effort to relieve space constraints
on campus, the university is considering
placing a bid for the Ellington Athletic
Field, according to Director of Media Relations Dan Wackerman.
The field is located two blocks north of
campus on 38th Street. ““[Ellington Field]
hasn’t officially been put up for bid, but the
university would consider bidding if and
when it is for sale,” Wackerman said.
According to Senior Director of Policy
and Planning for D.C. Public Schools
Suzanne Conrad, the field is not yet for
sale.

“Ellington Field is currently leased out
to various community organizations and

By HEATHER BURKE
Despite the gloomy day and pouring
rain
outside,
GUSA
members,

Georgetown administrators and neighborhood residents gathered Sunday afternoon in the ICC Galleria for the first
Georgetown Community Reception in
an attempt to foster dialogue and generate warmth in student-community relations.

“The purpose of this reception was to
give community members and students a
chance to interact,” GUSA Vice President

Dan

Leistikow

(COL

98)

said.

“We wanted to give residents an open
door to come to campus.”
About 20 students and a dozen residents attended the reception. Leistikow
attributed the small turnout to the rain.
According to Catherine Tyler (COL
’00), chair of the Housing

cussions [over student-community issues],” Tyler said. “[ Through these gatherings], residents begin to see us as individuals, not as giant groups.”
Several

administrators,

including

Dean of Students James A. Donahue and
Linda Greenan, assistant to the president
for community relations, attended the
gathering.
“The greatest aspect of this university
is its students. The more the community
gets to know students, the better the
community will be” Donahue said.
Bill Cochran,

president

of the Citi-

zens’ Association of Georgetown, said
he attended because he wanted to talk to
students and get updated with what was
happening at the university.
“[What community members think
about students] depends on whether or
not they have to live next to a group

and Off-

house,” Cochran said. “Generally, resi-

Campus Affairs Committee and one
of the reception’s organizers, GUSA
President John Cronan (COL 98) and
Leistikow thought to have the reception over the summer as part of their
campaign pledge to improve studentcommunity relations.
“We felt when students and neigh-

dents appreciate having the university
righthere...[it’s] a great resource. But, in
some cases, there is a noise problem.
Someresidents are upset about the hours
they must keep by default because of
student parties, etc. There is an age and
lifestyle difference.”
According to Cronan, most ofthe conversation at the gathering was social and
focused on student and community life.

bors get together, there is a lot of mean-

ingful discussion that helps later in dis-

to

some,

but

as

both students and non-students that
we are a part of the community. If we
bring a benefit to this community

by

diversifying the class structure in this
area, the better.”

This optimistic attitude could be easily challenged by those who believe
that the Georgetown area should be
contributing even more money to fund
“Most Georgetown students have another source of money. They may be
temporarily out of money, but as soon
as they get out they will be making

sports leagues,” Conrad said.
“A brokerage firm is analyzing the current situation of the Ellington Field to
determine development possibilities,” she
added.
According to Conrad, the field would

notbeon sale until the D.C. school system
reviewed all options for the use of the
field.
President of the Burleith Citizens As-

sociation Bonnie Hardy said that she
understands the students’ need for more
space but that residents would not be
supportive of the university bidding on
Ellington Field.
“We feel very strongly as a group that
Georgetown University should not cross
Reservoir Road,” said Hardy.

See FIELD, p. 5

$100,000 in their jobs. I don’t think
Congress intended it to turn out this
way ... I think they were looking more
toward areas like Anacostia,” said Pe-

ter Pulsifer of the Burleith Citizens’
Association.
Pulsifer said Congress was looking
toward areas like Southeast D.C. and
areas west of the Anacostia Bridge
when passing the legislation.
The latest negotiations for the bill
were held on Sept. 9 and were followed
by a conference on the specific issue of
tax relief for areas with high student
population.
If students do qualify as residents
whose incomes are pertinent to the legislation, then there will soon be great

incentives for the area residents to have
students move into rental housing. This
influx ofunemployedresidents will con-

JESSE SMITH/THE Hov4

tributeto
the “poverty” level of George-

(COL ’98) represented

town and promote tax cuts and benefits
to area residents and businesses.
The area surrounding George Washington University presents a peculiar
loophole in the act. If George Washington University students make the
area qualify as a low-income/unemployed district, the White House, which

Cronan said that there was some discussion over the pending zoning overlay,

is located a few blocks away from the
campus, could even qualify for employer tax credits.
Although this bill is relatively new
and much information has not yet been
disclosed, the proposition that Bill
Clinton (SFS ’68) will receive a tax
relief seems unbelievable.

which, if passed, would limit the amount

of people living in rental properties to
groups of three or fewer individuals.
According to Cronan, many of the residents at the reception do not necessarily
support it.
Cochran

preposterous

the government.

Students, Residents Smooth Relations
Hoya Starr WRITER

the wealthy

Commissioner James Fogarty (COL
’98) said, “It serves as a reminder to

KEEPERS, ». 7

Catherine Tyler (COL '00), Eric Grey (COL 99), Gary Chyi (COL '01) and John Cronan
Georgetown Students at the Community Reception last Sunday.

D.C.,

Georgetown’s Advisory Neighborhood

year. Since then more than 2 million men have attended Promise Keepers stadium conferences, accord-

have devoted editorials, features, and news stories

tian men’s group, with stadiums full of men weep-

in

residents and business owners of this
neighborhood are eligible for a capital
gains release under the present understanding of the bill. This idea may

Fellowship of Christian Athletes, the idea came to him
of filling a stadium with Christian men as one would
fill a stadium for a sporting event.
The first such conference was held in July of the next
ing to the group’s literature. The convention on the
Mall promises to be the splashiest event the group has:
sponsored, though most of their gatherings are wellcovered by the media and filled with emotion. Repentance, songs of praise, and group prayers inspire

newsmagazines
have featured meetings ofthe Chris-

area

.
is the most

added

that CAG

recom-»

In the meantime,

mended modifying the overlay to take
size of the house and square footage into
account.

Bill Mazer, a Georgetown resident,
said that he attended the reception because he saw the flyer advertising it and
it gave him the impression that students
were trying to reach out for community
involvement.
“I’m glad I came,” Mazer said. “I got
to know students and I discussed my
impressions of [Mayor] Marion Barry’s
zoning overlay meeting with them.” Barry
discussed the overlay with students and
residents at St. John’s Church on September 10. Atthe meeting, heannounced
that he had not yet formed an opinion on
the overlay.
“When you really get to talk to resi-

GRAHAM Buck/THE Hoya

Ellington Field is currently used by community organizations and sports leagues.

INSIDE

member who attended the reception, said.

“They are kind and caring people.”

Ef E2

*Mens Soccer celebrates Friday victory,
mourns Sunday loss.

See in Sports, page 16.

Maya O’Connor explains how the UPS
strike gives hope to the American Worker in
Viewpoint, page 3.

Africa provides many interesting

dents, they’renot very different fromus,”

Eric Grey (COL ’99), a GUSA cabinet

Georgetown

GEOFF GOUGION/7THE Hoy

area

residents may want to quietly coexist
with off-campus students — especially
when April 15 rolls around.

opportunities for Hoyas who go abroad. See
Features, page 7.
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If You Build It, They Will
Come

of Columbia, in its need to raise revenue, has

decided that selling the field could garner needed
cash.
Georgetown, in need of some open space, has

said that itis looking at the land. Clearly, the
students of Georgetown could use the space
since intramural sports have been squeezed out
of Harbin Field to enlarge the soccer field.
But the residents fear that this is just another
nefarious plot by the university to expand and
further take over the neighborhood. Furthermore, they claim the university already made
promises not to expand past Reservoir Road.
And once again the losers in this bickering are
the students. The residents are making unreasonable demands on the university. Whether they
likeitornot, the presence of Georgetown University is a major plus for the neighborhood. First,
under new legislation passed by Congress,
Georgetown residents will receive a sizable tax
break because they live in a designated lowincome neighborhood. And guess who the lowincome people in the neighborhood are? The
students.

Colin M. Newman
Elias Soussou
Sean P.Flynn
Ann Lawrence

Matt Gaertner

Editor
Editor
Editor
Editor
Editor
Editor
Editor

forathletic activities.

But the residents also have some reason to be
angry at the university. In a bold move last year,
the university built the Hoya Kids Learning Center in Poulton Hall without consulting the neighbors. A new dorm to house students on campus
which would drag students from off-campus
rowhouses still has not been built while the
neighbors have been asking for it for years.
Still, the university should acquire the property
and the neighbors should stop whining. It appears the university will finally build the new
dorm. Besides, when is this cash-strapped institution going to have enough money to build
anything onthe new land? And it’s doubtful they
would ever clear the necessary zoning ordinances anyway.
Students need a field to use near campus, and
the university should do everything possible to
provide it. As for the neighbors, they should save
their strength for more important battles.
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Perhaps the fact that Jamal Watson
‘routinely packs his articles with unsubstantiated, fallacious claims should have

been enough to dissuade me from responding to his latest jaunt into journalistic irresponsibility. However, in “Working Out Solutions for Bigger Problems”
(Sept. 26, page 3), Watson establishes
new lows, even by his standards. Amidst

his unabashed

praise

of Professor

Marullo, a career radical leftist, Watson

slips in a few statements the likes of
which he probably heard in one of
Marullo’s notoriously biased classes.

inauguration of Ronald Reagan. Now
President Reagan may be an old man,

but he does not predate Christ, who said
nearly two thousand years ago that the
poor would always be with us. Further-

more, President Reagan should never
have had to deal with homelessness in
the first place, for Lyndon B. Johnson (no
doubt a big hero to the likes of Marullo
and Watson) said during his presidency,
“Before this generation of Americans is
finished, poverty will not only retreat, it
will be conquered.” Unfortunately for
the poor, L.B.J.’s delusions of grandeur
were just that. While President Reagan
was not vain enough to believe he could
conquer poverty, his policies helped the

poor morethanthose of L.B.J. ever could.
If Watson had cared to do any research,
he would Have found that unemployment
dropped from 7.1 percent in 1980 to 5.3
percent in 1989. During that time 18.6

million new jobs were created, with almost 23 percent of these jobs going to

black workers, according to the January

1993 Economic Report of the President.
Perhaps the “kind of analysis [that] makes
service more transformative” could use a
healthy dose of the facts.
Watson quickly moves from the leftist
standby of misrepresenting the 1980s to
praising President Clinton’$ programs
concerning literacy. As long as Watson
is asking questions about how things got
to be the way they are, he might look into
why it is that local elementary kids need
to be tutored by college students in the
first place. Upon further investigation
(orshouldIsay any investigation) Watson
would find that teachers in the public
schools are not doing their jobs. If he
looked still further, Watson might just

stumble onto the fact that President
Clinton cannot address this problem with
any meaningful reform because the
Democratic Party and the President himself are bankrolled by the National Education Association. Thus, proposals like
a voucher system, which would introduce competition and quality into the
school system and force teachersto actually educate their students, will not be
implemented. Instead, money. that could
be going to many of liberalism’s so-

called worthy causes, like midnight bas-

Business Manager
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Office Manager
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ketball and free condoms in schools, will

be spent on a program that has to compensate for the president’s unwillingness to reform the public school system.
To further obscure the facts, Watson
blasts the government for buying “weapons of mass destruction” while the D.C.
public schools spend about $9,500 per
enrollee per year, which is much higher
than the national average ofabout $6,900.
The reason that much of this money does
not reach the students is because it pays
the salaries of a bloated educational bureaucracy. According to a study done by
the

Cato

Institute,

“The

nonteaching

bureaucracy has mushroomed; it grew
by 500 percent between 1960 and 1984.
Over

the same

period, the number

of

teachers and principals grew by a comparatively puny 57 percent and 79 percent, respectively.” The problem with
education liesnot in theamount of spending, but in the progressive-era dinosaur
of a socialist education system that we
have inherited from the misguided liberals of the past.
Watson encourages those interested
in social justice to “ask the complex
questions that will allow us to get at the
source.” I do not know what qualities
Watson thinks a socially-just person must
have before he or she can begin to answer
the complex questions, but they obviously do netinclude, objectivity, common sense; orjournalistic integrity.
DaN KAaurMAN (GSB 98)
Sept. 29, 1997
|

Catholicism: It’s Not All or Nothing
forbid even the advocation

To THE EDITOR:

As a member of the Georgetown community involved in

of condom

distribution, that we

banish from campus groups who advocate a legal right to

discussions of its Catholic and Jesuit identity, I would like to

abortion, and that a faculty member in the Law School be fired

respond to the recent article by Rob Hagan (“Keeping a Commitment to our Catholic Identity,” Sept. 19, page 3). I will say up
front that I am neither Catholic nor Christian. I don’t think this

because he didn’t change his view when an Archbishop re-

is relevant to the truth of the claims I want to make, but one who

finds it “imperative that non-Catholic initiatives be combated
ruthlessly, quickly, and efficiently” may disagree.
Essentially, Mr. Hagan makes four claims in his article: that
“The Catholic faith in an all-or-nothing proposition. A precept
ofthe Church is simply inviolable...”; that Georgetown’s Catholic heritage was originally a matter of complete acceptance of
church doctrine— “Obey Rome”; that any “campaign to implement policy which fails to comport with Catholic doctrine ...
amounts to a personal attack on Georgetown’s Catholic legacy”;
and finally that the goal of stressing “fervently that these [Catho99 ¢¢
lic] ideals cannot be compromised” and of “suppressing active
intrusions against them” is consistent with the goal of maintaining the status of a first-rate university. Each of these claims is
false.

belief, that it is permissible to kill heretics, that the Earth does not

Contributing
Contributing
Contributing
Contributing
Contributing
Contributing
Associate

Editorial Board: Elizabeth C. Raposo, Chair
Ann Lawrence, Yonatan Lupu, Matt North,

To THE EDITOR:

It is simply not true that one must agree with every “precept of
the Church” if one is to be a Catholic. Some claims are asserted
by the leadership in Rome as unchallengeable—
and even these
are challenged by other member of the Catholic community —
but far more are offered as guidance carrying varying levels of
authority. The Church has changed its views on a huge number
of issues which were, at some point, endorsed by the hierarchy as
strongly as are those claims Mr. Hagan is concerned to enforce.
Examplesinclude: thatitis permissible to torture peopleto coerce
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Liberal Columnist Ignores the Facts

such thing as homelessness prior to the

least they could do is give. students some space

Aaron Donovan

Letters to the Editor

working-class people to the streets?”
Apparently, he believes that there was no

Second, the university is a source for cultural
events and educational classes, not only for
students and faculty, but also for area residents.
There aren’t too many neigborhoods that can
boast of having a top-ranked national university.
Not to excuse the abuses by students, but the
residents knew they were going to live near
college students when they moved here. The

Andrew Curry

|

Bush policies contributed to the lack of
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I BEUEIE SHE'S

First, Watson asks, “Which Reagan/

... and Complain

Once again, activist neighbors and university
officials are havinga little tiff. This time it revolves around Georgetown’s desire to pick up a
parcel of land north of Reservoir Road.
The area in question is Ellington Field at 38th
and R streets. The financially-strapped District

w
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On Monday, Georgetown’s most famous alum,
academics, policy-makers and other “experts”
President Bill Clinton (SFS ’68), will return to shouldn’t be given preference for attendance; if
the campus to speak in Gaston Hall. His speech
global-warming researchers really want to find
will be part of his role as host of a conference on out what Clinton has said after his Monday
global warming, designed to publicize the issue. speech, they will be able to do so with little
Clinton’s Georgetownappearance follows astring difficulty.
ofrecent speeches by top national figures such as
Therefore, while it seems cleartousthata certain
Bill Gates, Secretary of State Madeleine Albright
limited number of seats should be reserved in this
and National Security Adviser Sandy Berger.
way, we nevertheless feel the majority of tickets
Clearly, we have the privilege of holding such
should be made readily available to students. Tuevents so often because of Georgetown’s loca- ition-paying students should be able to take advantion in the nation’s capital.
tage of everything Georgetown offers, which defiUnfortunately, however, Georgetown students
nitely includes campus appearances by national
are usually unable to take full advantage of these policy-makers. If faculty members want to go to a
events. This is because, commonly, when highcertainspeech, they should have to waitin line along
profile speakers come to campus, the number of with all the students.
seats available to students for the speeches is
In keeping with the Jesuit tradition, Georgegreatly limited. Forexample, when Albright spoke town must realize that such events can serve as
here in the spring, only 100-200 tickets were
anintegral elementinits students’ education. By
available to students. The rest of the space in the its very nature, Georgetown is an institution for
700-seat Gaston Hall usually goes to faculty education, notresearch, butthe university’s policy
members and outside guests.
on speech attendance contradicts this fact.
Sure, when people like Clinton and Albright
The university has notyetmade public its plan for
come to Georgetown, they are trying to push a attendanceatthe Clinton speech. But, judging from
certainagenda to an international audience. This pastexperience, it will probably continue to restrict
means the speech gets picked up by the mass
studentstoahandful ofbalcony seats. Nonetheless,
media, and anyone truly interested in the topic we sincerely hope the university will seriously
can easily access it. This further means that consider changing this policy.

move, etc. (I would ask that my more moderate Catholic colleagues excuse my choosing such inflammatory examples, but
when [ hear advocation of ruthless suppression of non-Catholic
initiatives, this is what comes to mind.)
As for Georgetown’s heritage, let us recall that the university
was begun by a Jesuit at a time when the order was banned by
Rome. Itis hardly likely, in this context, that John Carroll would

have taken “Obey Rome” to be the universal structuring principle
of hisuniversity. In fact, he explicitly established Georgetown as
a place in which Catholic people and Catholic doctrines could
come together with alternative views in a spirit of open discourse
free from coercive influence on either side.
Given this, it is absurd to say that one attacks this heritage by
advocating non-Catholic positions. Quite the contrary. One
could, of course, attack or insult this legacy, just as one can insult
anything, buttoargue respectfully, honestly, and forthrightly that
an aspect of Catholic teaching is wrong is to do precisely what
this university was established to facilitate.
Finally, regardless of whether Mr. Hagan’s view is required by
Catholicism, or Georgetown ’s heritage, itis inconsistent with the
idea of a university. Among the things he advocates are that we

quested it. (I wonder, since thenew Catechism says that the death

penalty is impermissible, whether we should fire anyone who
disagrees. Or, since the Pope has made clear the immorality of
unconstrained capitalism, if we should fire anyone who teaches
that free markets should be the sole constraints on economic
activity.

While we’re at it, why not fire all the atheists, Jews,

Muslims, and pagans, since they really do deny the central tenets
of the Church?)

One could have an institution which required doctrinal purity
of all its members. Such institutions come in several sorts:
seminaries, sectarian think-tanks, advocacy ‘organizations, etc.
However, none of these is a university. [ was one of the people
involved in the writing of the “Centered Pluralism” document

which is so despised by the likes of Mr. Hagan. I see this
documentastryingtoarticulatea vision of Georgetownasaplace
in which Catholic views, theories, traditions, research projects,
and controversies can be brought into productive dialogue with
other important traditions. We articulated many substantive
implications such a commitment might have, including favoring
certain projects and issues over others in funding decisions.
These are ideas which will seem unwelcome to many nonCatholics on campus, and I fully understand their worries, but I

would argue that we should agree to center the focus of our
intellectual identity in something like the ways articulated in
“Centered Pluralism.”
I think this because I don’t want American universities to be all
ofakind. Itis good that Georgetown have a different focus from
Harvard, and good that it differ also from a Pontifical Institute.
We should be neither a center which promulgates the “Catholic
Truth” as Mr. Hagan sees it, nor a place which sees Catholic
views tobe of significance only if our faculty and students happen
to want to pursue them. Rather Georgetown should be an
institution in which engaging with the Catholic tradition is a
substantial and essential part of our purpose.
Having a chance to engage in a such interaction is a large part
of what has made my time at Georgetown valuable. IfI thought
that many of my students or faculty colleagues sought to combat
me and my ideas “ruthlessly, quickly, and efficiently”
would not
be here. But I see that there are many who would rather reason
with me. That my many marvelous Catholic colleagues have
done so, and in the process educated me to many of the insights
and virtues of the Catholic tradition, has been a great benefit to
me. [ would like to think that, at times, the exchanges have been

of some benefit to them as well.
MARK LANCE, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY

Sep. 29, 1997
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Man?

Maya O’ Connor
HE STRIKE VICTORY BY THE

ONNA BRITT’S COLUMN IN LAST FRIDAY’S THE WASHINGTON

POST

(Sept. 26, 1997) explores the motivations of women who choose
to remain in relationships after discovering that their significant
others have been unfaithful. Criticizing the public’s tendency to bash
women like Marv Albert’s fiancée on account of their fidelity, Britt
argues that women in‘highly publicized situations are essentially no different from those
ANDY
inlow-profile cases. Therefore society should
tolerate forgiveness on the part of scorned
AMEND
lovers in widely exposed cases just as it does
The Gender Gap
in everyday occurrences. Unfortunately, in
her clamor to defend loyalty, Britt fails to
realize that most women in either situation
would be better off leaving unfaithful partners behind.
That is, Britt seems to ignore the fact that

when people are outraged to see Marv
Albert’s girlfriend — or Marion Barry’s
wife, or Lee Hart, or Kathy Lee Gifford —

standing by their unfaithful men, they react
so with good reason.
Committed relationships are based on trust and a mutual willingness
between partners to share all parts of themselves with one another—and
ONLY one another. From seventh graders who agree to “go steady” to
married couples celebrating 50 years together, relationships are based on
the tenet that the two partners share a bond with one another that no other
person shares with either one of them. Partners in relationships reveal
sides of themselves to each other that they hide from everybody else.
They do things together that neither one of them does with any other
person. And partners show their mutual love via expressions reserved
solely for one another.
The importance of this exclusivity cannot be overstated. It is an
essential part of what makes relationships so special and fulfilling. After
all, mutual attraction and compatibility of the type facilitating a relationship are not the sort of thing one encounters every day. Thus, anytime
one partner chooses to commit acts of intimacy with someone besides his
or her significant other, he or she violates a fundamental premise upon
which all relationships are based. Infidelity denies that the two partners
involved in a relationship have a unique connection.
Moreover, infidelity is one of the most hurtful, angering offenses one
person can commit against another, since it desecrates an institution that
provides so much joy. It also tramples on the trust partners give one
another to maintain exclusivity, an exceptionally painful and infuriating
experience in itself. Even if loyalty and the trust it rests upon can
somehow be re-established following cheating in a relationship, trauma
suffered by the scorned partner provides enough of a reason for a breakup to occur.
Reasons to end a relationship subsequent to infidelity are therefore so
compelling that any woman’s determination to “stand by her man”
under such circumstances is worth questioning. Jane Doe’s decision to
stick with John is no less dubious, as Britt implies, than Mary Jo
Buttafuoco’s decision to work things out with Joey. The only reason the
public gets so upset about the Buttafuocos and not the Does is that they
are so constantly reminded of the-former couple rather than the latter.
This is not to say that forgiveness is impossible in all cases or that
marriages cannot be sustained through cases of cheating. However,
since infidelity mars relationships at such a basic level, it is only after a
long healing process that such reconciliation can occur. In many, or even
in most cases, such a reunion may not even be possible, since infidelity

may be a symptom of more serious problems in the relationship to begin
with.
Infidelity runs counter to so many basic elements of arelationship that
one wonders how it might develop out of healthy circumstances. When
cheating occurs, there is obviously some need that one partner is not
fulfilling for the other; otherwise, there would be no reason to seek
gratification from other sources. Furthermore, itis evidence of communication problems that this errant partner, for whatever reason, does not

feel comfortable talking about the unsatisfied need with his or her partner.
I do not mean to sound insensitive to individual women, or for that

matter, men who have been hurt by unfaithful partners. I do not intend to
imply that Mary Joisa fool for deciding to take Joey back; without knowing
the fine details of her case, it is impossible to make a valid evaluation.
Nonetheless, rebuilding a healthy relationship after cheating requires the
resolution of numerous difficult issues that may not be handled properly
much of the time. And the results in these cases are regrettable for all
involved.
The Gender Gap appears Tuesdays in THE Hoya.

international Brotherhood

of Teamsters over the
United Parcel Service (UPS) faded
from the headlines after Labor
Day, but there can be no mistaking the strike’s lasting impact on
U.S. society and politics. By winning the most important strike in
25 years, UPS workers set a fighting example for blue and whitecollarworkers alike. Just after the
UPS settlement, workers at the
Bay Area Rapid Transit system
shut down the San Francisco area
subway and won a contract that
put an end to the two-tier wage
system that affects so many new
hires in today’s corporations.
Teachers in Madison, Wis., Illi-

nois and Philadelphia also went

out on strike in the week after
UPS. No wonder Business Week
called the UPS strike “a wake-up
call for business.”
In other words, the UPS strike

brought to the surface that great
secret of U.S. politics: class.
Despite the media hype about
a new economic ‘golden age,’

and ‘overcoming the business
cycle,” US workers are no different from those in South Korea and France, who in recent
months have launched mass
strikes to defeat attacks on their

wages and working conditions.
Now US workers are starting to
. see themselves as a class again
— and organizing along this
line to fight and win victories
for every American worker.
The UPS strike has given
hope and inspiration to everyone fed up with the direction of
U.S. society — not just rampant corporate greed, but savage cuts in welfare and social
spending, police brutality, immigrant-bashing and oppression
of every kind. The mass protests against the New York Police Department’s torture of Haitian immigrant Abner Louima
are another reflection of thenew
fighting spirit among workers.
On the UPS picket lines, many
workers wore plungers on their
heads to show solidarity with
Louima against the police, who
in many cities arrested picketers who attempted to block

its — are the core of socialist
politics. Building on the success of the UPS strike and reviving the US labor movement
means rebuilding a genuine social alternative. Everyone who

trucks. This sort of unity is essential to winning real gains for
workers, and has been largely
absent from U.S. politics in recent

years.

Most

importantly,

the strike showed that a revived
workers’ movement can be the
basis ofa political alternative to
the Republican and Democratic
hacks who do the work of their
big-business paymasters. To be

works or will work for a wage
in the future needs to fight for
the right to fair compensation
for their labor and against racism,

sexism

and

homophobia

— otherwise we won’t be able
to unite against the bosses. Every great step forward for U.S.

The UPS strike
has given hope
and inspiration to
everyone fed up

labor
— in the 1880s, the early

1900s and again in the 1930s
— coincided with the growth of
mass socialist organizations.
The Teamsters’ victory over
UPS alone cannot guarantee future success. The employers will
dig in to’ defend everything
they’ve stolen from workers.
UPS workers saw that part-time
jobs weren’t enough to survive
on, and they stopped the trend
at their company by striking.

‘with the direction

of U.S. society.
successful, a fighting labor
movement requires the solidarity of all workers and political
independence from a government that serves the employers’
interests. These principles —
organizing at the workplace and
on the street to fight for a society that puts people before prof-

ManpoWwer

of the

we organize politically to defend the rights of working
people, the poor and the oppressed. UPS workers have
shown the way, but employers
and the government will fight
back through downsizing and
cuts in social spending unless
we follow UPS workers’ example. Progress is never handed
down

from

above,

but

won

through struggles. Socialism is
not about

some

remote

utopian

society, but fighting for a decent
livelihood for everyone. The
mainstream media has tried to
downplay the significance ofthe
UPS strike because a resurgent
labor movement gives confidenceto every struggle going on
around it and allows people to
envision a world where fighting
against a system that allows
some people to starve to death
while others make millions will
no longer be necessary.

Inc., however, isone

largest

America,

employers

in

and those of us who

can’t get decent-paying jobs
may well end up there unless

Maya O'Connor (SFS '97) is a
member of the International Socialist Organization.

A Political Misstep or Latent Insensitivity?
that’s the kind of attitude that leaves an
awful lot people in Virginia and America
behind.”
Was Gilmore’s speech simply the cowardly scrambling of a Republican candidate to latch onto a wedge issue when he’s
run out of real ideas? Or was this evidence
of the quiet discrimination in America
between those are able and those who are
denied such opportunities by physical disability? If it is the latter, and | am afraid it

Patrick Dillon
ANY OF US ARE TEMPTED TO SIT BACK
and give ourselves a pat on the
back for how far we have come in
eliminating the problems of discriminaM

tion, both explicit and implicit, that have

contributed to the division of our society.
Too often, we let this state of easy contentment cloud our judgment and impair our
ability to realize that no matter how far we

Even when given a

have come, we still have miles to go.

Every once in a while, an incident comes
along that makes us stop and realize the
steps that still need to be taken. A recent
speech by the Republican candidate for
governor in Virginia is one of these incidents. There is much to be learned from
James Gilmore’s (R) speech — not only
about the declining quality of the tenor of

chance to save himself, Gilmore still man-

aged to point out the

Republican politics, but, more importantly,
MicueL GonzaLez JR./THE Hoya

about the unspoken discrimination against
the disabled which still exists in society.
This last Thursday, Gilmore, who is ina

very close race in Virginia, pulled out one
of the old favorites of Republican candidates who need a boost in the polls: a
military service record. In his speech,
Gilmore announced, “I believe I am better

qualified to be governor than any other
person would be who is not a veteran,” and

unlikely that Gilmore could not have been
aware of this before making his speech.

West Germany while thousands of other
Americans

died in Vietnam,

makes

him

more qualified to be a state governor. Assuming I could get past that, I’d have to ask
myself some very serious questions about
the implicit comparison Gilmoreis making
between himself and the physically disabled Beyer. Clearly, the gains within the

In effect, Gilmore told voters he was a

better man for the job because he did something in his past that was denied to his
disabled opponent. In a weak attempt to
clarify the issue, Gilmore was quoted as
saying, ‘Naturally, people with disabilities

pointed out that his opponent, Democrat

weren’table to [serve in the military] ... but

Don Beyer, “couldn’t serve in the military.” It seems simple enough: A GOP
candidate dusting off his old military service record and using it to unfairly bash his
Democratic opponent in an issue-free ap-

“having a military link ... is a great asset that

Bob Dole, a paragon of achievement for

will cause me to be a better governor.”

“disabled Americans, are not an influence

peal to voters. But, once the facts are clear,

the issue becomes much less simple. Don
Beyer could not serve in the military for a
very serious reason: birth defects which left
him with vision problems and a disabled
right hand missing two fingers. It seems

Republican Party which led it torally around

Even when given a chance to save himself,
Gilmore still managed to point out the
opportunities unavailable to his opponent
and try for some political gain.
If I were a Republican in Virginia today,
Id be fairly ashamed of my candidate. Of
course, I'd have to reconcile in my mind
Gilmore’s argument that his military ser-

on James Gilmore.

vice, which

disability can’t be as effective a leader,

Luckily, I am not a Republican, and can

look with personal pride to the Democratic
record of protecting and advancing disabled Americans. Still, I am disturbed by
what Gilmore’s speech means in today’s
society. As a spokesman for Beyer put it,
“If his suggestion is that someone with a

consisted of a few years in

opportunities unavailable to his opponent
and try for some po-

litical gain.
is, [ hope my fellow students, Democrat
and Republican, will repudiate Gilmore’s
argument, expose it for the implicitly discriminatory drivel that it is and stand up for
candidates who are willing to stay above
‘this sort of thing. Thé road to a discrimina-

tion-free society is a long one, and there is
little doubt that Gilmore has made the
Republican Party take a few steps back on
that road. Hopefully, we can come together,

overcome

his

insensitivity,

and

move fofward in the future.
Patrick Dillon (COL '99) is a member of
the Board of the Georgetown University
College Democrats.

Diplomacy: An Inexact but N ecessary Art in an Imperfect World
ODAY | CHOOSE NOT TO DISCUSS A
What it all boils down to is world
view. What matters is how you perceive
single country. Instead, [ will talk
the world around you. My world view is
about diplomacy in general. It is
very simple in that it boils down to only
a trickier topic than you might think
two main points: 1) Ardent patriotism,
since everyone has a different view asto
(USA! USA! USA!) and2)
The world is
what they believe “being diplomatic”
an imperfect place run by imperfect
means.One person may say it means
people producing imperfectresults. Why
sitting
down and do I mention this? Because these two
MATT
points also color my views on diplohammering
FAIRLEY
macy and its practice.
out a ratioWhether or not you believe that dinal comproThe Armchair
plomacy is best conducted at the negomise
in
Diplomat
tiating table or on the battlefield, you
which all
must realize there are usually many
parties feel
satisfied. If more factors involved in a conflict than
usually meet the eye. That being said,
you were to
you are probably missing something
ask
the
when you see the results of diplomacy.
4
French they
It is very easy to criticize a deal without
a
would probknowing the intricate negotiations that
ably tell you, “We are right and you are
went into making that deal a reality.
wrong. Now shut up so we can go back
Because I believe this, I find it very hard
to watching the Jerry Lewis film festito understand those people who critival, you uncultured American swine!”
:

Campus

3

Striking a Blow for American Laborers

Stand By Your
D

Page

Opinion:

Waiting in line at Winston’s.

cize a treaty or view for being “less than
perfect.”
:
A perfect example of this absolutist
view is the reaction to the North Korean
nuclear treaty, negotiated by none other
than School of Foreign Service Dean

Needless to say it is
a very naive point of

view that underestimates the deep and
ancient divisions that
exist in the world.
Robert Gallucci. The deal essentially
had us building the North Koreans two
new nuclear reactors, from which the

production of weapons-grade nuclear
fuel was much more difficult, at a cost

ofabout $3 billion. However, they got to

Dollar lattés.
Sarah McCarthy, NUR 98
Mia Carey, NUR ’98

or nationalism. It is only natural for you
to want to see your nation or national
group come out on top. When nationalism gets really strong, diplomacy often
can become an all or nothing contest;

make more sense. We should realize
that it was negotiated by a Clinton
foreign policy team that was desperate
for a victory and that war on the Korean
peninsula was a very real possibility,
real enough that military commandrecommended calling up the reserves. It

anything less than everything that you
wanted isa complete failure. That is not
to say that nationalism is always a bad
thing, just that it can sometimes color
our views of diplomacy.
Another factor to which we can attribute “diplomatic shortsightedness” is
the belief that we can put together the
“perfect deal. There exists out there a
group of people that believes that if we
justsitright down and think rationally we

was a treaty of convenience, not one of

can all work it out, that we can all be

perfection. It solved an immediate problem, and solved it quickly and adequately. However the public saw onlythe results and thus trashed it.
Part of this shortsightedness in international affairs can be attributed to
point one in my worldview: patriotism

completely happy and we could probably
do it next week if we wanted to. BULL!
Needless to say it is a very naive point of
view that underestimates the deep and
ancient divisions that exist in the world.
I personally find it surprising that we can
make any progress in the world given the

count the background factors it startsto

What's your favorite part of Senior
Disorientation?
That was this week?
Katie Anderson, COL
Jessica Chetlen, NUR

Katie Bevad, COL ’98
Liz Dee, GSB ’98
Deirdre Valentine, COL ’98

keep all of the plutonium that they
already had and did not have to submit
other disputed sights to the United Nations for inspection.
When looked at only using its results
as a guide, it seems like a pretty pitiful
treaty and public reaction was very negative. However when one takes into ac-

levels of mistrust between people. To say
that all of our problems can be decided
quickly and evenly is, in my opinion, an
even bigger obstacle to understanding
diplomacy than nationalism.
Diplomacy is a human art. It is practiced by humans, carried out by humans
and implemented by humans. Therefore,
like humans, it is flawed. Just as it would
be inappropriate to expect perfection from
aperson it would be therefore inappropriate to expect it as the result of his or her
actions. At the risk of sounding “politically incorrect” what wereally need to do
is get over ourselves. We get so caught
up in either our fervent patriotism or
self-righteous idealism that we can’t
see the world for what it is: A deeply
flawed place, that is at least trying to
improve.
The Armchair Diplomat
Tuesdays in THE HovA.
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Matt McQuade, GSB ’98
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It never ends.
Kate Kaiser, COL
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Not getting laid.
John Perry, COL ’98
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all-time high, due in part to Freedman’s liberal leadership.
Women now make up 49 percent of the study body, up from

38 percent in 1987. Minority enrollment has risen from 19 to
29 percent.

“This is a very good moment to retire, since the college is
in good shape right now,” he said. “I will not be bequeathing
a mess of problems.”

\
WR

UCLA Forum Debates

\

That was not the case in 1987, when Freedman took over

for McLaughlin. Along with the symbols of the presidency
McLaughlin passed on a host of grievances.
Faculty who were disillusioned by the businesslike presidency of McLaughlin hailed Freedman as an intellectual who
would redefine Dartmouth. Most of them now say he succeeded.
One of Freedman’s most radical acts as: an intellectual
leader was to overhaul the curriculum, which had stood
unchanged for more than 70 years. Freedman switched the
emphasis away from the three traditional divisions — humanities, natural sciences and social sciences — instituting
new requirements in eight fields.
Inaletter to faculty and staff that was delivered on Sept. 26,
Freedman wrote, “These have been, for me, years of satisfactionand stimulation, and I thank you all for making them so.”
“It has been a privilege to serve as president of Dartmouth,
and [ am grateful for your friendship and support.”
When Freedman agreed to become president in 1987 he
told the Trustees he would serve for eight to 10 years — a
relatively long term for a college president. He had already
served five years at the helm of the University of lowa from
1982 to 1987.
His long tenure makes Freedman something of'an expert on

@

Future of Prop 209
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA ATLOSANGELES,
Sept. 26, 1997 — It was a backlash against the backlash.
The courtyard of the UCLA Law School quickly transformed into a forum of open dialogue and discussion
Wednesday, as a distinguished panel of professors from
the school spoke about the future of Proposition 209.
The measure, officially amended to the California state
constitution Aug. 28, has already become the subject ofi
widespread controversy in law school admissions at
UCLA and UC Berkeley.
Sponsored by the newly formed Coalition of Law
Students

for Diversity, the teach-in lasted three hours,

with each hour specifically designed to give the audience
a step-by-step, comprehensive understanding of the issues involved and to further address common misconceptions about the proposition.
“We wanted to figure out a way to express our frustration against the growing political attitudes against affirmative action and help find ways to foster diversity
among the students here at the law school,” said Daria
Neal, a second-year law student and founding member of
the coalition.
Neal further explained that though the law school class
increased by 20 percent this past year, there is a serious
decrease in diversity among the student population. There
are currently only nine black students and 39 Latino
students in the entire school.
Much of the wording of the amendment may seem
vague and subject to interpretation, argued law professor
Christine Goodman. For example, general terms such as
“preferential treatment” are not even defined in the document, she added.

In addition to some lack of clarity in the wording,
professor Stuart Biegel predicted a negative impact on
elementary schools. Proposition 209 could eliminate bilingual education programs, if those classes have students of only one race or ethnicity.
Professor Jerry Kang focused on how affirmative action affects an ethnic group not commonly associated
with the program — Asian-Americans.
“Affirmative action is genuinely a complex social and
moral

issue,” Kang began, “because

The number of women and minorities on campus is at an

#

Los Angeles, Calif.

©

- the college earned a 23 percent return on its endowment.
Dartmouth has become one of the nation’s most selective
schools: In 1997, only 20 percent of applicants were admitted. Dartmouth also has the highest percentage of female
faculty members in the Ivy League.

it involves both a

self-interest in terms of opportunities for our loved ones
and an individual sense of what justice requires.”
“Asian-Americans are a peculiar minority,” he said,
“because there are not too few, but rather, too many

Asians enrolled in universities across the nation.”
Kang further addressed the fact that Asians are often
used as “poster children” for conservative politicians who
argue against affirmative action. Though considered a
minority, they have still been able to achieve success
without preferential treatment. said Kang.
Kang also dispelled the myth that Asians are, as a
group, opposed to Proposition 209. Nearly 76 percent of
Asian-Americans voted against the initiative, he said,
similar to the voting patterns of blacks and Latinos.
“In fact, they actually favor [affirmative action] because it actually offers opportunities to less privileged
people,” he concluded.
UCLA law professor Laura Gomez discussed the importance of defining the mission ofthe law school, and how to link
that mission with law school admissions. UCLA is the only
public law school in southern California.
The current admission procedures, which rely heavily
on LSAT

scores and GPAs,

® Dartmouth College
President to Resign

DARTMOUTH COLLEGE, Sept.
26 — College President James O. Freedman announced last night that he will
the enormous personal and professional pressures on college
step down after Commencement in June, citing the job’s
presidents, a topic he writes about in his first book, “Idealism
heavy toll on his personal and intellectual life.
Freedman, who has been the college’s top administrator . anda Liberal Education.” Earlier this year, Freedman authored
a column in the Boston Globe on the same subject.
since David T. McLaughlin resigned in 1987, will remain a
It was this pressure that led to the resignation of Brown
member of the faculty and will stay in Hanover.
University President Vartan Gregorian in July. Harvard
Freedman said he is stepping down to gain more control
University President Neil Rudenstine took a leave of abover his schedule, which is currently filled with the weighty
sence in 1995 due to the physical exhaustion incurred
demands of a university president: travel and fund-raising,
running the $2.1 billion capital campaign the school started
politics and pomp.
in May 1994.
“I have enjoyed all that, but [ have reached a point where
Both Columbia University President Michael Sovern and
[ want to spend more time with my family and set my own
Yale University President Benno Schmidt resigned under
schedule,” Freedman said. He will take a year-long sabbatipressure from faculty because of cost-cutting attempts.
cal to finish his second book on liberal education.
The daunting responsibilities of college presidents have
Freedman, who was inaugurated as Dartmouth’s 15th
resulted in a dramatic decrease in their professional longevpresident in July 1987, is the longest-standing chief execuity: The national average is between five and six years. .
tive'in the Ivy League. He will remain president until the
Dartmouth has had only 15 presidents in 227 years, but
inauguration of his successor, which should occur during the
that number is slightly distorted by the long presidencies of
summer of 1998.
John Wheelock, Ernest Hopkins and John Dickey, who
The Board of Trustees is likely to announce his replaceserved terms of about 30 years each.
;
ment during the spring.
:
Inany year, about 20 percent of universities are searching for
Freedman, who was diagnosed with non-Hodgkin’s
anew chief executive. Dartmouth’s trustees will now dedicate
lymphoma in 1994 and underwent six months of chemothemselves to this task, but they already have a full plate.
therapy following the removal of a malignant tumor, said his
Before Freedman announced hisresignation yesterday, the
healthis good and affected his decision “only ina small way.”
Board was looking fora college provost, medical school dean
“Anyone who has cancer lives with the fear of recurrence,”
and engineering school dean. Now they face the task of
he said. “I would not want to have arecurrence and regret that
finding replacements for four of the five most powerful
I had not had time to do things with my family and personadministrators on campus.
ally.”
—Charles Davant, The Dartmouth
Freedman is announcing his departure at an opportune
moment. The endowment has ballooned to more than $1.2
Compiled from University Wire
billion, riding a wave of prosperity on Wall Street. Last year,

were criticized as offering

only a limited look at personal characteristics.
According to Gomez, admissions committees will now
be forced to look at different aspects of candidates, possibly conducting personal interviews to examine candidates’ past experiences and future goals.
Hour three provided an in-depth analysis of the procedural history of the proposition by professors Evan
Kaminker and Gary Blazie.
The 9th Circuit of Appeals overruled a stay, or temporary injunction, of the amendment. The Supreme Court
also denied to have the implementation of Proposition
209 stayed.
Currently, a second petition to the Supreme Court has
been filed to review the case and determine the constitutionality of the amendment.
The Coalition hopes to involve more students in its
cause and is planning to be a part of an October rally
featuring the Rev. Jesse Jackson as a guest speaker.
— Sharon Yee, Daily Bruin
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Georgetown Ponders
Bidding on Ellington Field
FIELD, From Pp. 1

“The field should not be sold in the
first place. ... Residents would take all
possible action to oppose
the university’s
expansion into Burleith,” said Peter
Pulsifer, former president of the Burleith
Citizens Association.
Pulsifer added that the potential purchase of the field by the university would
represent an institutional movement north
of Reservoir Road and the residents are
worried about this.
“It almost looks like campus up here
[in Burleith] already with all the group

houses. ... [Ellington Field] would just be
another university facility to encroach the
residents,” Pulsifer said.
Wackerman said the university will
always maintain a strong commitment to
working with the community, particularly concerning the purchase and use of
Ellington Field.
Withinthe past year, the university has
placed bids on both the Wormley and
Hardy schools and is planning to accommodate expansion by building a 500-bed
dormitory in the parking lot behind Village C.
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OPPOSITE, FUNDAMENTALLY DIFFERENT WAYS TO
INVEST IN STOCKS. WE RECOMMEND BOTH.
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growth that outpaces inflation.**

diversification, with

1 year

3 years

a portfolio that

Since inception
4/29/94

seeks to mirror the
experience of the

by

bod

tionyou’dhavetoupgradethebulbs,”
Cochran said. He added that while
thecityisintheprocess ofimproving
the bulbs, the lights cannot be made
much brighter.
Cochran said the plastic around
the bulbs “has the consistency of a
milk carton,” and would melt very
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the streets. “We’ve always encour-
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agedpeopletokeeptheirporch lights
on.... Themore places that arelit up,
the fewer places there are to hide,”
Cochran said.
Hoya Staff Writer Jeff DeMartino
contributed to this report.
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our Global Equities Account, which actively

EN
Q

worldwide, our

accounts are managed

1 year

The CREF Growth Account searches
for individual companies that we believe
are poised for superior growth. In contrast,
the Equity Index Account looks for more

S03 856" J6.4*

U.S. stock market as a whole.
Like our CREF Stock Account, the largest
singly managed equity fund in America}** and

“Within the constraints of an historical district, to increase illumina-

3 years

Since inception

4/29/94

by experienced

investment professionals. They're the same
experts who have helped make TIAA-CREF
the largest pension system in the world, with

7

$190 billion in assets under management.
To find out more about building your
portfolio —and your future —with TIAACREE just call 1 800 842-2776. And take
your pick.

If that wasn’t obvious, you either need to attend your
next philosophy class or come in to PapasRazzi where
our philosophy is easy to remember...fresh, exciting
yi ll1o 14] Sa
that’s always gently priced. (That way you
won’t have to eat mac & cheese the rest of the week.)

Visit us on the Internet at www.tiaa-cref.org

PAPA RAZZ]
TRATTORIA=BAR

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.”

JE

°The total returns shown for CREF variable annuity accounts represent past performance. Total returns and the principal value of investments in
the accounts will fluctuate, and yields may vary. Upon redemption, your accumulation units may be worth more or less than their original price.
Investment results are after all investment, administrative, and distribution expenses have been deducted. ®°These accounts are available for
Retirement Annuities subject to the terms of your institution's plan. They are available for all Supplemental Retirement Annuities. °°°Based on
assets under management. CREF certificates are distributed by TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services. For more complete information,
including charges and expenses, call 1 800 842-2733, ext. 5509, for a prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or send money.

Lunch

= Dinner

» Bar

Afternoon java Bar = Late Night Eats » Sunday Brunch
1064 Wisconsin Ave. » At Georgetown Park Entrance » (202) 298-8000

7/97

Check out our web site at www.great-food.com
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© 1997 Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association/College Retirement Equities Fund. 750 Third Avenue, New York, NY

\ A / hether you want a fund that selects
specific stocks, or one that covers the
market, we're on the same page. Our CREF
Growth and CREF Equity Index Accounts
use two distinct strategies for investing in the
stock market, but both aim to provide what
every smart investor looks for: long-term

Arts.

easily.
Cochran said additional light
sources, including more lampposts,
are the only solution to brightening
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BURLEITH, From p. 1
situation because it outside of the
university’s jurisdiction.
Cronan said he has been working
with Bill Cochran, president of the
Citizens Association of Georgetown,
onimproving thelights in the neighborhood. Theimprovementhasbeen
piecemeal, however, because Georgetown is an historic district, so the
lighting situation under the control
of the Georgetown Board of Fine
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Average annual compound

New Steps For
Safety Taken

Salomon Brothers
Cordially

Invites

Georgetown University
Seniors
to Discuss

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
INVESTMENT BANKING
Wednesday,

October 1, 1997

6:00 P.M.
Leavey Conference Center
Salomon

Brothers
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As fall heralds in another year at Georgetown University,

Emst & Young would like to welcome everyone back, especially:
Samuel L. Blatnick
Melissa Mancinelli

Laura E: Hamm
Adam Patnaude

Marlo A. Indellcato
Jessica A. Reise

Krislin A. Sanborn

Carlton Smith

Jennafer Vallez

As summer interns, these students were integral to the success of our world-class organization. As instrumental members of our global team, they enabled us to deliver new strategies,
cutting-edge technologies and exceptional management process skills to some of the most
influential companies in the world.

As the fastest growing Big Six firm, we always seek fresh, innovative people to deliver exceptional solutions that add value and produce visible results for our clients. Our strategists are

constantly challenged and encouraged to break boundaries. To excel and move forward,
you've got to be creative and knowledgeable. And to be creative and knowledgeable, you've
got to have a thought provoking, stimulating environment. That's today’s Ernst & Young.
As your academic year moves on, and you consider your career options ahead, consider the
diversity and challenges of Ernst & Young. Here, learning is not an event, but an ongoing,

indispensable part of our culture. Most importantly, we are revolutionizing the way our
professionals work.

You already know the challenges and prestige that come with choosing one of the top schools
in the country. Now, you have the opportunity to continue that tradition — by choosing the
pre-eminent professional services firm in the world — Ernst & Young.
Please visit our web site at: http://www.ey.com.

THERE IsN'TA BUSINESS WE CAN'T IMPROVE ™

Ell ERNST& YOUNG LLP

:
|
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Christian Men Unite to “Stand in the Gap”
PROMISE

KEEPERS, rrom ». |

$115 million and a permanent staff of
over 400, hasbrought about some criticism of the group’s corporate nature.
However, this strong financial base
has allowed the group to finance the

Promising to Take Responsibility

men trying to turn their lives around,” he
said.

The Chosen

$10 million “Stand in the Gap” while
The Promise Keepers dedicate themselves to calling Christian men to lead
Christian lives; their interpretation of
that goal includes showing love, respecting the institution of the family,
and taking responsibility for duties
the group believes men have neglected.
Emphasis is placed on “pursuing vital
relationships” with other men and promoting
interracial
harmony.
Volunteerism is also strongly encouraged.
The organization’s values are
summed up in the “Seven Promises of
a Promise Keeper,” seven principles
on which Christian men should model
their lives. They mandate that a Promise Keeper be committed to the following: “honoring Jesus Christ through wor-

ship, prayer, and obedience
to God’s

Word in the power of the Holy Spirit”;
“pursuing vital relationships with a few
other men, understanding that he needs
brothers to help him keep his promises”;
“practicing spiritual, moral, ethical, and

sexual purity”; “building strong marriages and. families through love, protection, and biblical values”; “supporting the mission of his church by honoring and praying for his pastor, and by

actively giving his time and resources”;
“reaching beyond any racial and denominational barriers
to demonstrate the
. power of biblical unity”; and “influencing the world, being obedient to the

offering free admission. Promise Keepers also ask men to donate to their own
churches before giving to the national
office.

The Promise Keepers claim to call “every man in the United States of America
who names Jesus Christ as Savior and
Lord.”

Young and Old

major and member of GU Pride, is concerned that religious movements like
Promise Keepers are not as inclusive as
they seem. “A lot of it appears to be really
benign,” he said. “But I think when you
get to a deeper level, what they’re really
preaching isa lot of domination of women
by men and a lot of homo-hatred.”
The Promise Keepers’ view of homosexuality has generated tension. In 1992,
McCartney supported Colorado’s Amend-

Patrick Carroll (COL °99), a theology

Michael Ballard (SES. 00) will
make the trek to the Mall on Saturday.
He will be joined by a group of other
young men, both from Georgetown
and from out of town. Although often
associated with middle-aged men, the
PK

movement

speaks

to

younger

people as well.
And while the Georgetown students
who are attending the Promise Keepers’ event are not planning to start
families in the immediate future, the
goal of creating good fathers is an
important one. David Eyanson (GSB
’01) describes the ideal Promise Keepers relationship: “God comes first and
all family decisions are made with

God in mind.” Ballard also comments
that “in the ideal family all members
work

together;

the

man

is not

charge—all are working together
body of Christ.” In addition, Dan
(SES ’01) emphasizes that “love
marriage are permanent.”
Ballard also views the values

in

as a
Szy
and
that

Promise Keepers espouse as important to the improvement of society as a

Matthew 28:19-20).”
Subscribers to the Promise Keepers’ ideals form groups within their

whole. “The group makes men stand
up for what’s right; the Promise Keepers are men of their word, which many
men in society are not.”
“There’s also a big emphasis on

own churches or communities, micro-

racial

Great Commandment (see Mark 12:3031), and the Great Commission (see

reconciliation,”

said

Szy.

“Christian men should see each other
without seeing race as an important
determining factor in the way they
view other people.” Ballard adds that
A Growing Network
- “all men and women under Christ
should be brothers, despite their ethnic and socio-economic background.”
The rapid growth of the Promise
Keepers’ membership is fueled by the
The promotional material for “Stand
group’s sophisticated system of opin the Gap,” in fact, encourages each
erations, which includes extensive
attendee to bring someone ofa different ethnic background.
publicity resources. Their homepage,
www.promisekeepers.org, unfolds to
reveal the answers to every possible
When Faith and
question about the organization. A
FAQ list addresses questions ranging
Politics Meet
from those about “Controversial Iscosms of the larger gatherings that
attract men from around the country.

sues,”

to ones

like,

“I heard

some-

where that PK believes that the music
of the Beatles was anointed by God. Is
this true?” (Short answer: Not exactly.)

Interested parties can also peruse New:
Man

Magazine

(“for

Christian

men

committed to living a godly life in an
ungodly world”) by jumping to
WWW.newmanmag.org.
Promise Keepers literature is extensive and plentiful. One

small “Stand

inthe Gap” brochure includes not only
maps of the District, but folds out to

include name tags, a space for “names
and addresses of men | meet,” and
order forms for aerial photos and “Worship Kits” ($10 each).
Such well-engineered merchandising, as well as a budget in excess of

“The group is often characterized as
right-wing, but the events aren’t politically motivated. Rather it’s a spiri- .
_tually-oriented setting,” claims Szy.
1

Defending against those who term

the group “political” becomes more
difficult as the Promise Keepers prepare for what is viewed as the ultimate
political gesture— the march on the
Mall. Many people associate the group
with conservative interests because of
support from figures like Jerry Falwell
and James Dobson of Focus on the
Family, a political group that lobbies
for traditional values.
~ Eyanson agrees that the political associations are misguided. “They don’t
claim to be political, it’s just individual

ment 2, an initiative (later found unconsti-

tutional) to block civil-rights protections
for gays and lesbians. The website’s FAQ
asks, “What do Promise Keepers believe
about homosexuality?” and answers,

“Promise Keepers shares the same historic stance taken by Evangelicals and
Catholics: that sex isa good gift from God
to be enjoyed in the context of heterosexual marriage. We believe that the Bible
clearly teaches that homosexuality violates God’s creative design for a husband
and a wife and that it is a sin (Leviticus
18:22;

Romans

1:24-27;

1 Corinthians

6:9-10).”
Despite such a straightforward statement, the Promise Keepers maintain that
they welcome all followers of Christ, in-

cluding gays. The FAQ answer goes on to
say, “Because we have experienced the
love of Christ, we desire to share His love
withall men. While we have clear convictions regarding the issue of homosexuality, weinvitehomosexuals to be recipients
of God’s mercy, grace, and forgiveness,
available to everyone through a personal
relationship with Jesus Christ. We therefore support their being included and welcomed at all our events.”
“A lot of that.language sort of lures
people intoa group that’sactually
going to
end up victimizing them,” Carroll said.
“They invite homosexuals in and then
what actually ends up happening is this
sort of counseling toward heterosexuality.”
Most students attending the conference
do not feel the issue is central to the
group’s mission in the first place and
declinedtocommenton the Promise Keepers’ stance on homosexuality. Sincea vital
part of Promise Keepers involves repentance, homosexuals,

in a sense, are no

different from the other attendees of the

which warns that “Promise Keepers
openly call for wives to ‘submit’ to
their husbands.” As evidence of the
misogyny of the men’s group, NOW
offers quotes from PK speakers like,
“The primary cause of this national
crisis is the feminization of men.”
Carroll also sees the group’s concept of
the masculinerole as an attack on feminist
ideals. “The whole feminist movement is
a reaction to the traditional

male

role,

fighting against the traditional male role,”
he said. “There’s not really a place in [the
Promise Keepers’] world for people that
don’t subscribe to those traditional roles.
It’s not an accepting place.”
Lydia Bentley (COL *00) offers a different perspective. As a volunteer for the
Promise Keepers, she recently handed out
pamphlets for “Stand in the Gap” outside
RFK Stadium. Energized by the experience, she enthusiastically supports the
group’s mission.
Citing the high number of single-parent
families, Bentley views Promise Keepers
asa much-needed wake-up call. “Men are
not taking responsibility. Men are leaving
their families.
Or

else, if they’re there,

they’re working at their job all the time or
just not being the active part in the kids’
lives. And that’s why we have so many
boys who don’t have role models who are

men.”
“With men [ know, it really does make

Women

and-the

Promise Keepers

tion than ever, Well after the spotlight
isturned off the group, the controversy
surrounding it will no doubt continue.
Carroll warns against supporting
groups that look good on the outside,
but hide less positive intentions. “I
just think that before people get involved with them, before people applaud their good intentions, they need
'torealize the number of people they’re
hurting,” he said. “Even if they’re not
hurting any gay people specifically or

activities, women

directly, the whole

often serve as vol-

unteers for the organization’s events.
At the gathering on the Mall, for example, the group expects to use between 20,000 and 45,000 volunteers

of both genders. Bentley and Hart regret the fact that some people condemn the group based on misconceptions.
“I think it’s mainly just rumors,”
said Hart. “And the more those get
spread, the more people start believing them.”

Promising to Look

mindset

contrib-

utes to a lot of homo-hatred that goes
on in our culture and a lot of violence
toward gay people that goes on in our
culture. It’s very subtle, but oftentimes

a subtle enemy is the most dangerous
enemy,” Carroll said.
Bentley insists that would-be critics must judge for themselves. “I would
just like to know how many of those
people have actually been to a Promise
Keepers event, how many have actually talked to the men that are there or
heard the speakers. You need to go
and hear what they’re trying to say.”

Toward the Future
As the Promise Keepers prepare to

Staff member Katherine Hutter
contributed to this story.

meet inthe nation’s capital, there is no

doubt that they will garner more atten-

adifference,” said April Hart (COL 00).

“Just that it plants a seed is important,
that it gets them thinking about their
families again.”
Hart, who

calls herself a feminist,

commends the group, having seen the
benefits of its efforts in her own community. “It really has a positive impact
when [the men] come back, on their
families,

their

communities,

their

churches. In my own church, I’ve seen
men come back [with] a renewed spirit
for God and they really wanted to show
the church thatthey’d thoughta lotabout
it and they really wanted to make a
recommitment to their families, their
wives, and their children.”

To those who accuse Promise Keepers of subjugating women, Bentley says
that such a view runs counter to the
group’s ideals. “One of the themes is
. servanthood,” she said. “Nowhere [does
itsay], “Youshould be dominant.’ That’s
so explicit, that you are not supposed to
dominate ... your wife. I was there;
listened to the speeches: “You should
honor your wife. Respect her.”
Hart points to the Seven Promises of a
Promise Keeper. “It doesn’t say anything about tearing down

women,

| STAND

| TT

tiv

THE

GAP

=

E

or

making sure that you’re the master of
your family or anything. It’s just talking

conferences, inthat they are all human and
about praying, and supporting your
“share human shortcomings.
i “churchandyour family, [being] commit-

“They’re perpetuating a mindset that
leads [to] violence toward gay people,”
insisted Carroll. “And theyneed to be held
accountable for that.”

cus in College Democrats, believes that
single-gender groups can convene without threatening the other gender. “I don’t
think it has to be against women any
time men want to get together. I think
[the Promise Keepers] would totally
support women getting together as
Christian women.”
3
Without doubt, female support is
crucial to the success of Promise Keepers. Besides endorsing their family
members’ participation in the group’s

ted to building strong marriages and
families,” she said.
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Why, then, has the group so infuriated
feminists and others? “I think they automatically think if a group of men are
coming together, and it’s all about religion, then they’ve got to be about men
dominating,” Hart said. “Also, because

The question of where women fit
into the world of the Promise Keepers
has also sparked debate. On one side
is the position espoused by NOW,

it’s family-oriented, they think it’s automatically anti-abortion
and anti-woman.
[have never heard from anyone that went

[to] a Promise Keepers convention that
anyone had ever said anything like that.”
Hart, a member of the Women’s Cau-

. James Di LiBERTO JR./THE Hoya

Not For the Faint of Heart
GU’ Office of Overseas Studies Offers Six Unique
Opportunities to Learn, Travel and Work in Africa
BY Sonya V. CHAWLA
Hoya Starr WRITER _

Perhaps the best kept secret in the world of study abroad

programs are those held throughout parts of Africa. The best
way students can indulge themselves in a different culture is by
witnessing a tribal instoolment ceremony (when a new tribe
member is inducted), learning a little Wolof from the natives
and perhaps even visiting a game reserve.

“These are just incredible opportunities,” said Barbara
Lindeman, Assistant Director of Overseas Studies at the
Office of International Programs (OIP). “It’s something stu-

dents wouldn’t ... be able to do without the program.”
Ofthe six African programs currently offered through Georgetown, four are taught in English and two are taught in a
combination of French and the African dialects Hausa, Zarma

A youngster sells fruit at the University of Ghana, the site of one of six Georgetown programs in Africa. While in Africa,
Hoyas have the chance totake courses insuchdiverse subjects as developmental economics, anthropology and French.

WATCH IN HORROR AS STUDENTS

Oulside
Lines
By Jeremy
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FROM SINGLE-SEX CATHOLIC PREP

SCHOOLS ATTEMPT 70 SeciALZEY

and Shona. The programs available at the American University
in Cairo and the Université Chiekh Anta Diop De Dakar in
Senegal remain the most popular among students. Nine were
sent to Egypt and 11 to Senegal last year.
In these two programs, many fields can be pursued, but there
is a special focus on developmental economics, African studies, anthropology and non-Western history. Such unique classes

| |OBSERVE AS SEEMINGLY BENIGN
CLASSES BECOME HIDEOUS BEST-
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A. UY... GIRL HUH?
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from
made
about
tribes

and villages. It was a whole new take on culture and art,” said
Amelia Littell-Herrick (SFS 98), who participated in the

See AFRICA, p. 12
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attitudes and environment which are extremely different
any in the Western world of Europe and America.
“In Africa, specifically, learning about other people
for a very introspective experience in terms of learning
yourself. There were a lot of different festivals put on by
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Perhaps the most important
lessons learned in Africa are
taught by the natives through
their traditional lifestyle.
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as Soil Science, Crop Science and Ghanaian Language are
taught as well.
But perhaps the most important lessons learned in Africa are
taught by the natives through their traditional lifestyle. Students are presented with a whole new world of culture, social
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Are you man enough
to get into women's cosmetics?

Are you woman

to get into men’s

enough

fragrance?

Let your MBA open the door to the growing international world of beauty products.
L'Oreal, the world’s largest developer, producer and marketer of cosmetics, is the power
behing brands such as Lancéme, Maybelline, Redken, Ralph Lauren,
and European Designer Fragrances.
We are currently seeking qualified MBA
in our US Headquarters in Manhattan.
are desirable for the trainee program.
International experience and

candidates to join our marketing department
Students with Marketing/International majors
However, we do not require a specific major.
French language skills are assets.

L’Oréal will give a corporate presentation on October 2, from 5:30-7:30 p.m.
at the Leavay Formal Lounge.

Please contact the Graduate Placement Office for more details.

LOREAL
PARI
PUT THE POWER OF OUR BRANDS BEHIND YOUR CAREER

Recruitment and Development Office, 575 5th Avenue,
www.cosmaircareers.com

New York, NY 10017
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Fearless Fans Fight for Futbol

CIOIWIEIN]
COWEN

For Argentines, It's Not Just a Sport, It’s a Way of Life

& COMPANY

invites all Georgetown University students interested in

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN
INVESTMENT BANKING

The streets of Buenos Aires are
empty. Quaint cafés have closed and
buses aren’t running. The huge shopping malls have shut their doors early,
and no one is eating an early dinner on
this Wednesday evening.
Could it be that frustration with
President Carlos Menem’s policies has
finally
led toa nationwide strike against
increasing unemployment and cuts in
social welfare? Or maybe a national
emergency has been announced and
only igno-

in the areas of

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

TECHNOLOGY
e

MEDIA & ENTERTAINMENT

to a presentation to be held:

The presentation will be followed by a reception.
Business attire suggested
I

Cowen & Company is a privately held financial services firm offering
a full range of investment banking, financial advisory, brokerage and
asset management services to corporations, institutions and private investors

Founded in 1918, Cowen has 1,590 employees worldwide
and a capital base of over $130 million

New York

San Francisco ® Boston e London
Paris ® Geneva o T. okyo e Toronto e Chicago
Houston @ Phoenix e Cleveland e Albany e Dayton
MEMBER ALL PRINCIPAL EXCHANGES

Argentine society and culture in the
sport is so strong that the Faculty of
Social Sciences at the University of
Buenos Aires offers a class called Soccer, Sport, Society, and Culture.
My introduction to the fanaticism
and popularity of soccer in Buenos
Aires came through a recent controversy involving Diego Maradona.
Maradona,

an Argentinian

who

the cold?

None of the

onships in 1978 and 1986, Maradona

A weekly

above,

as

has achieved a godly status in Argen-

column from
Hova

North

Americans

Staff

Writers
abroad.

are

my

left

mother

in

host
in-

formed me,

Bue 26 $
Sosa
Aires shuts

the national
soccer team of Argentina playsa game,
whether it be in the World Cup, the
Olympics, or even a simple exhibition
game.
After watching a magnificent victory over Chile that qualified Argentina for the 1998 World Cup in France,

I decided that I would never fully understand Argentina, and maybe even
Latin America in general, withoutdelving into the sport the natives call futbol.
Although the popularity of sports
and athletes in the United States is
impressive, nothing comes close to the
passion that Argentines show for their
national game. The highlights of the
year are games between rival Latin
American nations, but the Argentine

national league is also a life-and-death
affair. Thereare2 1 teams in the league,
and as my Argentine friend Julian explained to me, it is impossible to be in
Argentina, even as a foreigner, without picking a club (team) to affectionately call your own.
Although I am biased (I am an avid
sports fan), few people would disagree
with my observation that soccer represents more than a sport in Argentina.
Teams often reflect economic disparity, and a soccer game is an excellent
place to witness Latin American machismo (sexism) and the prevalence of

shows (the Argentinequivalents of
Jerry Springer) had arguments on the
matter almost every day. The fact that
elections for Congress are taking place
in one month was completely overshadowed by the innocence or guilt of
Maradona.
|
The culmination of my soccer expe-

This crowd made

cur-

ABROAD

rant,

whenever

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 2, 1997 AT 6:30 PM
AT THE LEAVEY CENTER

social violence. Infact, the reflection of

rently plays for the club Boca Juniors
in the Argentina professional league,
is considered by many in the world to
be the best soccer player since the
legendary Pelé. After contributing to
Argentina’s two World Cup champi-

Hoyas

HEALTH CARE

Page 9

even the craziest
Hoya-Villanova
game look completely tame.

tina.

At the beginning of September,
Maradona tested positive for drug use
for the third time in his career after a
game against local rival Independiente.
Immediately, charges of corruption
were made by Maradona’s lawyers who
claimed that the test was falsified in
order to have him suspended indefinitely from the league. The source of
the falsifications? Accusations flew at
the director of Club Boca Juniors, the
press, the World Cup committee, even
Maradona’s teammates were not
spared. It would be impossible to find

The subject of
Maradona represents the passion

and cultural importance oj soccer

in Argentina.
an Argentine who doesn’thave a strong
opinion on the matter. Maradona is
anything from a tremendous soccer
player who is unfairly treated by his
fans and the Argentine press to a fat
drug addict (gordito drogadicto) who
ruins the reputation of the country.
The subject of Maradona represents
the passion and cultural importance of
soccer in Argentina. It made the front
page of the daily papers in Buenos
Aires for over a week. The weekly talk

rience was definitely my attendance
last week at the Boca Juniors vs. San
Lorenzo game. The game took place at
the stadium in Boca and was between
two of the oldest and best clubs in
Argentina. The game was possibly the
last for Maradona, who pledges to
retire soon. Sitting on the San Lorenzo
side (the crowd is strictly divided for
obvious reasons), I can say that the
spectacle of over 50,000 Boca fanatics

was truly incredible. I love the United
States and am a huge Georgetown
basketball fan, but this crowd

tinians, especially recently, have lived
through horrible times, including the

Dirty War of the military government
which left more than 30,000 people
dead or missing in the late *70s and
early "80s. The passion that Argentines bring to their daily routine is the
culmination of living through hard
times together. The passion for soccer
fits neatly within this sketch of Argentina; when Argentines cheer for their
soccer teams, it is much more than a

game. It is their passion for life and for
the camaraderie that they associate
with it.
Amir Sufi
Buenos Aires, Argentina
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I .ehman Brothers
cordially invites undergraduates to attend a presentation on
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made

eventhe craziest Hoya- Villanova game
look completely tame.
To explain the lunacy of soccer, a
local friend told me that Argentines
are some of the most passionate people
inthe world. They argue passionately,
dance the tango passionately and even
speak Spanish passionately. Argen-
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Ell ERNST& YOUNG LLP
Economics Consulting Group (EYEcon)
EY Econ provides economics-oriented
consulting services to clients in the areas
of international transfer pricing; applied
economics and business research; tax

policy and regulatory analysis; statistics,
econometrics, and financial economics;
and litigation support.
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Jorge Solares-Parkhurst and Eduardo Guzman, president and vice president of the Georgetown Committee for Puerto
Rican Statehood, cite the commonwealth’s economic instability as a factor in the struggle to grant Puerto Rico freedom.

GU Club Combats ‘Colonialismo’
By Cesar L. CORONEL
Special 10 THE Hoya

With at least 30 active members, the

Georgetown Committee for Puerto Rican
Statehood has existed in the University
since the early ’80s. Although it is not
officially affiliated with any party, itidentifies with the Partido Nuevo Progresista
in Puerto Rico, one of the strongest political parties there and the one that supports
statehood.
4

To find out more about your potential role
within this dynamic group,
come meet us at the

The Committee’sraisond’etre, as Presi-

dent Eduardo Guzman (SFS 99) says, is
to “inform the Georgetown community as

Leavey Conference Center
Salon B
Tuesday, October 7, 1997

6 p.m.

However, according to Guzman,

United States will benefit from Puerto
Rican statehood, too. “An Hispanic state
is a plus for the United States.,” Guzman

says. “It would be a solid bridge between
the United States and Latin America, as
you would have people who would be part
of and understand both cultures.”
The committee also regards itself as a

“means for Puerto Ricans in the George-

reasons why Puerto Rico should be a state,
and about the steps that are being taken
toward that goal.”
:

town community toremain informed about
what is happening at home.
According to Antonio Oliver (COL 99),

Puerto Rico, the longest held U.S. terri-

an active member of the commiitee, “there

torynotto becomeastate, isa self-governing territory under the U.S. Constitution.
Although Puerto Ricansare U.S. statutory
citizens, they have a non-voting delegate
in Congress (like the District of Columbia) and cannot vote in presidential elections, but can be drafted into the army.
Puerto Rico is also exempt from federal

isalot ofignorance about the Puerto Rican
statehood process, even among natives of

benefit than the 50 states.
Jorge Solares-Parkhurst (SES °98), vice

president of the committee, says that “at

the island.” Oliver, who has worked with

the Partido Nuevo Progresista at home,
says that the committee has the duty of
making importantissues for Puerto Ricans
heard in the Georgetown community.
Solares-Parkhurst says that the committee
gives him an opportunity to discuss the
issue of Puerto Rican statehood and, in a
sense, keeps him connected with what is
happening at home.

Right now, the committee’s most im-

portant issue is a bill waiting to be passed
inthe House of Representatives that would
allow for an official referendum in Puerto
Rico giving the people there a choice
between statehood, independence or remaining as-is.
The last referendum concerning the issue of statehood in Puerto Rico took place
in 1993. In this referendum, 49 percent of
Puerto Ricans voted to stay as a commonwealth, 47 percent voted to become a state,
and four percent voted for independence.
Recently, support for statehood has become more popular.
The committee is thus busy trying to get
and keep not only Puerto Ricans but
alsoAmericans informed about this bill.
As Guzman says, “a representative from
Idaho doesn’t care about what Puerto Rico
wants, he cares about what his constitu-

ents want, and if his constituents say no to
this bill, the representative is going to say
no.” The committee’s mission is, if not to

get them support the pro-statehood cause,
at least to help Americans make an educated decision.
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tive Carlos Romero Barcelo, ex-major of
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committee organizes debatesand speeches
on campus. This year the committee is
trying to bring Puerto Rican representa-
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sense for a democratic nation [like] the
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dent.” The status quo, Guzman says,
creates tremendous instability in Puerto
Rico. “That’s why ... it’s hard to design an
economic strategy for the long run in Puerto
Rico....Youcan’tdoitifyoudon’tknow what
or whereyou will be ten years from now.”
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Sure, basketball salaries are soaring, but the correct answer is “CG”. In fact, Montgomery Securities works with
“more growth companies than any other firm on Wall Street and has contributed to many of the great business
success stories of the past 25 years. This environment has created a firm culture that is highly entrepreneurial
and rich with growth opportunities. So, if you are looking for an entrepreneurial career in investment banking at
Montgomery,
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Ernst & Young's expanding borders can
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As an Ernst & Young Management Consultant, you'll
design new strategies, methods, markets, and technologies to

opportunity. The WorldLink
program
introduces recent MBAs to careers around
the globe. Perhaps it's in the land you

help implement solutions, add value, and produce results for
some
of the world’s
most
successful
multinational
corporations. And, you'll explore challenges in industries such

grew up, or the land you've always
about. If you are multilingual, eligible for country

work authorization, and want to make your home outside the

United States, you may become an integral member of our
international consulting team.
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automotive,

services,

telecommunications,

consumer

products,
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transportation,
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WorldLink connects you with Ernst & Young offices in more
than 130 countries around the world. To find out more about
linking your new career to the land you always dreamed about:
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Georgetown University
Presentation October 23, 1997
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Sloane’s Joke Corner:
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|

Your Hanky Dance?

|

Put a Little Boogie in It!! |
For Another Good Joke or A Story to Write,

Call Sloane at 7-3415
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Zebras, Hyenas and Hoyas
Run Wild and Free in Africa
AFRICA, From P. 7

Ghanaian program last year.
In both Zimbabwe

and Ghana,

stu-

dents are required to complete an independent study project which can be tailored to virtually any major. These independent studies take students all over the
region where they are provided with
home-stay arrangements to pursue field
research and study the culture and language around them.
Although Africa’s adventure may be
alluring to some, the choice to forgo a
more traditional study abroad isnot to be
taken lightly. “Before going to Africa,
you have to make a conscious decision.

7>

Student

Insurance

Office

Forms

Too)

is far more wildlife and a chance to
explore this unique natural surrounding.
Depending on the particular program
with which a student is involved, there

In terms of environment, don’t expect

ence,” said Neil Watkins (SFS ’98), a
participant in the Senegal program last
year.
Among the African programs, one of
the most interesting opportunities is provided through the program in Harare,

to see wild zebras, giraffes and hyenas

have even more opportunity to study in

running rampant

Zimbabwe, which houses the School for

tives than to go on safari. However, ac-

International Training, where students
focus on more experiential learning

cording to Lindeman, in Eastern African
regions such as Ghana and Kenya, there

thisrichly diverse atmosphere where academics and personal relations seem to
play an equally integral role in the African study-abroad experience. New location propositions include the University
of Capetown in South Africa as well as
other programs in Ethiopia and
Cameroon.

of] contact with the Zimbabweans, which

made this program so special,” she said.
In Zimbabwe, there is a wide variety of
travel and cultural opportunities as students are taught by Zimbabwean professors while residing with different African families.
through the country-

side. In fact, Senegal
desert,

where

the dry,

is practically a
arid landscape

provides students with more time to become culturally involved with the na-

EH

-—__

<

(We

687-4883
need your Acceptance

IF

Henle Village 31

through travel.
Krista Bell (SFS ’98), who participated in the program last year, found the
hands-on approach more fulfilling.
“Unlike the other more traditional programs, [the School for International
Training] was a whole new approach to
learning and was a complete immersion
into the culture. While we took classes
with American students, we had [a lot

are numerous internship opportunities
‘provided by the resident directors “who
have contacts which enable the students
to do really amazing things,” Lindeman
said. Such internship opportunities include working with Global 2000, which
is an organization involved with eradicating the guinea worm or studying desertification with the natives.
OIP is still working to improve and
expand optionsin Africa. Lindeman said,
“We are trying to come up with programs representing all the different regions in Africa.” That way students will

There is a lot more freedom there, a
chance to have a really cultural experi-

GU
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GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY

Career Education Center

Would you like to spend some time wiploriig your career field

in an organization that interests you? And you really don’t want
to spend the whole summer doing an internship. Then, an.
externship may be the the right opportunity for you. This, ©
program is open to freshman, sophomores: and jjuniors.
If you want to know more about this exciting new program,
attend one of our Orientation to the Externship Program
workshops:
September 30 at 4:15 pm _
October 10 at 1:30 PIG <i”
October 11 at 2:00pm: =~

October 22 at5:00:pm

MARK YOUR CALENDAR!!
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While in Africa, students interact with nativesin classroom, professional and social contexts. Here, Neil Watkins
(SFS 98),
Brian Rencor (SFS '98), Sally Faye, Moira Smith (SFS '98) and Faye’s sister gather in Faye’s home in Senegal.
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Westbrook Tells All
HRUBY,

from Pp. 16

‘

August 11
-Mini-camp is almost over. Coaches
are raving about my potential. Picked up
a Redskins media guide this afternoon
— turns out it was The Washington
Post.
August 12
-Season-goals: 1,100 yards, 12 TDs.
Mark it down.
s
August 15

-Been feeling dizzy this week. During
pre-season game vs. Tampa Bay, | had
to pull Heath aside and remind him to
throw away from the defensive backs.
Sometimes he forgets.
-Still feeling dizzy. I think it’s
affecting my routes — Heath keeps
throwing the other way.
September 1
-The season started today. But I sat
out with the flu. The trainer told me to
get some rest..You bet I will —1I don’t
plan on seeing him again.
September. 11
-Saw the trainer again today. My
vision was blurry. Turns out a blade of
grass scratched my.cornea. I'll be out for
at least two weeks. Hope I can play this
June 16, 1996
-Last year was a wash. You can bet
staying healthy is my top priority.
Gonna show the coaches what I can do.
[’m'not a rookie anymore. 1,300 yards
and 15 TDs. Get ready for me, Pro

Bowl.
July 13
-Caught three TDs in mini-camp. All
from Gus Frerotte. I’m starting to like
this guy. He might not be a fair-haired
golden boy of a first-round pick, but
he’s the kind of gritty, scrappy overachiever with a heart of gold a city could
grow to love. Even with a popgun arm.
Yep, me and Gus. Six points. Just gotta
stay healthy.
September |
-Hurt my knee on a crossing pattern.
Bad. Doctors say I'll be out for most of
the season.
October 17
-Rehab is going well. Hoping to
practice with the team soon. With luck,

I'll be back for the playoffs. At 7-1,
we're a lock.

December 22
-We beat Dallas, but it wasn’t
enough. At 9-7, we’ll be staying home
for the post season.
April 11, 1997
-Snapped today at karate practice. All
the losing got to me. Pinned a guy to the
ground and beat him bloody. Luckily,
he’s a Skins fan and won’t press

:

Patriots Sweep Hoyas

charges. Just wanted my autograph.
Sensei told me to never let it happen
again. [ won't.
July 9
-Looking forward to third season.
We've got some great guys on the team,
like Stephen Davis. I had dinner with
him last night. He kept calling me
“fruity.” What a comedian.
July 18
-Felt sick in practice this week.
Trainer thought I had Legionnaire’s

By ALex Bonpoc
After taking all three matches that it
played in last weekend’s Georgetown Invitational, the Georgetown volleyball team
had its winning streak broken last Sunday
by the George Mason Patriots in three
straight games, 5-15, 10-15, 8-15.
“The team just didn’t play up to its

was only scurvy. Management bought
me a juicer. I'll be out for at least three

capabilities,” said Head Coach Jolene

days.

have the same intensity that it showed in

really decided if we wanted to win this
game. It was definitely not indicative of
this team.”
Nagel cited the team’s lack of communication as the major reason for all the
mistakes. “We were too quiet,” she said.
“For example, we werent getting the ball
over the net on certain occasions because
our back and front courts weren’t talking
to each other.
!
“People were often getting in other players’ ways because they weren’ttalking out

Mason fought back to eventually knot
the score at nine and control the serve.
After a timeout by Georgetown, the Patriots were able to rattle off three consecutive points.
. The Hoyas were forced to call another
timeout and regroup with the score standingat 12-10in favor of the opposition. The
Hoyas could only score one more point in
game two asthe Patriots were able to wrap
up the game with three-straight points.

-Ran a 90-yard reverse in practice.
GRAHAM Buck/THE Hori

The Hoya women’s novice boat took firstin the Youth Eight race Saturday.

Hoyas Take Two
At Potomac Race
By KAREN TRAVERS
Hoy4 STAFF WRITER

Last weekend,

By Brian KELLEHER
The Georgetown women’s soccer team
had a tough weekend on the road, suffering losses to the No. 3 Connecticut Huskies and the Seton Hall Pirates.
The Hoyas fell to the Pirates 3-2, Sun-

day in East Orange, N.J.
Seton Hall’s Michelle Phalen scored

swain Phil Daniels, senior stroke Tom

away as Boston came to the Hilltop for
the 17th Annual Charlie Butt Scullers’

Koedel, Jim Oehmke, Sally Martindale

first at 15:57, but Georgetown freshman

and Kirsten Catanzano, junior Nikki
Wright and sophomore Amanda
Carson.
The other gold medal for the Hoyas
came in the Women’s: Youth Eight
race as the squad posted a time of

midfielder Liz Delgado tied the game up
with seven minutes left before halftime.
The Hoyas were left with only five
substitutes because of sickness and two
ejections from the UConn game, and the
Pirates were able to run the Hoyas down in
the second half.
Early in the second half, Seton Hall
regained the lead with a Kelly Smith goal
off a penalty kick in the 59th minute. Less’
than a minute later, Georgetown sophomore forward Elena Cabatu evened the

Thompson Boat Center and host Georgetown. In their first regatta of the
season, the Hoyas turned in a strong
overall performance.
:
For the day, Georgetown notched
two first-place finishes and came up
with three second-place finishes. The
Hoyas rowed to victory in the Open
Mixed Eight race, beating out21 other
boats to record a time of 16:23 for the

score up once again off a rebound.
The Pirates’ Courtney Wood scored at

SPECIAL TO THE Hoya

crews from as far

Head ofthe Potomac, sponsored by the

See VOLLEYBALL, ». 15

Road Not Kind to Hoyas

3.1-mile course. In the winning boat
from Georgetown were senior coxMurphy, classmates Brad Cragin, Scott

there.”

WoMEN’s Soccer

August 18

-Returned to Redskin Park. Found a
case of Perrier in my locker
— courtesy
of Stephen. I’m not laughing anymore.
August 20
-Made a very big mistake today. Boy,
it’s hard to get blood out in the laundry.
Hope Stephen doesn’t need any
reconstructive surgery.
September 14
-Caught 2 TDs against Arizona.
Game-winner felt great. Coaches
couldn’t stop raving about my potential.
September 24
-Found out I’m starting on Sunday.
Finally. I’ve got some catching up to do.
But I figure 1,400 yards and 16 TDs is
within my reach. Easy. Just need to
avoid frozen chocolate donuts.

was up and down,” she said. “We never

In game two, Georgetown was able to
take a tentative 8-7 lead, but George

-Sat out with an ingrown toenail.
Hurt more than my groin pull. Came
home to find out management has
supplied me with a live-in manicurist.
"August 6
;

-Chipped my tooth while eating a
frozen chocolate donut. I'll be out for
two weeks. Management sent me a box
of Entenmann’s.
August 12
:
-Tooth is still killing me. Sprained
my wrist playing Nintendo. Trainer
moved in next door.

slowly. chip away at the Hoya defense,
winning points gradually but consistently
to take a 12-5 lead.
While Georgetown was able to rally
three points with a lineup of three freshmen and three sophomores bringing the
score to 13-8, they would never get any
closer. George Mason took the game and
the match with a 15-8 victory.
Sophomore setter/outside hitter Taryn
Turney, who contributed six kills, 30
assists and a team-high .857 attack percentage, explained the loss. “The team

last weekend’s tournament appearance.
In the first game, which saw the Hoyas
collect a low .080 team attack percentage,
theteam’s defense appeared
to be shaky as
the Patriots were able to build a 7-4 lead.
The Patriots were able to hold the Hoyas
and take the match 15-5.

August 5

August 11

building its lead. The Patriots were able to

Nagel. She added that the team did not

July 22
-Returned to practice. Caught an 80yard TD. Slammed a car door on my left
hand. I'll be out for another week.
Management hired a chauffeur to drive
me around.
July 31
- Got my black belt today. Stephen
asked me if I liked wearing skirts and
garter belts. Doesn’t he know I’m not
Scottish?‘
:

Coach Turner still loves my potential.
Stephen gave me a CD of “Bette
Midler’s Greatest Hits.” I’m starting to
think he’s not so funny.

In the final game, after exchanging
service games nine times with Georgetown leading 3-2, George Mason began

Hoya STAFF WRITER

disease. After more tests, he decided it

August 16

season.

VOLLEYBALL

|

17:24.1, ahead of seven other boats.

The victorious all-freshman boat was
guided
by coxswain Ayesha Ghumman
and, from stroke to bow, Annie Tho-

See CREW, ». 15

66:37,
back.

and the Hoyas
:
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The Huskies outshot the Hoyas 31-1.
Popol said he was disappointed in what
he perceivedaspoor officiating in Fridays
game, and tapes of the game are being sent
to the referee and NCAA soccer federations.
The Hoyas face off against Bowie State
Wednesday at 4 p.m. on Harbin Field.

WIN SIX FREE TICKETS

t{a Get Out Of Town.

answered

“The game could have gone either way,”
Head Coach Leonel Popol said. “The whole
team deserves a lot of credit.”
Friday’s 9-0 loss to UConn was filled
with penalties against the Hoyas. Seven
cautions, including two red cards, were
issued to the Hoyas, leading to the ejections of sophomore midfielder Analucia
Gutierrezand freshman midfielder Kaitlin

Visit us on the web and find out how to win six free*
aris tickets anywhere American flies in the
continental S. See web page for rules and specifics.

ricanair.com/college

never

ora

Enroll in the AAdvantage travel awards
program and also learn about many other
ways to travel for less with American.

AmericanAirlines’
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tmarked by December 1, 1997, and received by December 8, 1997: A maximum of one entry per person will be accepted. Receipt of entry constitutes the right of the Sponsor to post winner's name. . Odds of winning depend on
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Six
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(6) round-trip travel passes, having an approximate combined total cash value of $2,000.00, that are good for Economy Class travel on American Airlines for one (1) person for one (1) year from the date of the
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“Although the stats might not indicate
it, we actually dominated in the last 15
minutes of the second half,” Simons
said. “We kept working hard to get back
into the game.”
The Hoyas managed to tie the scoret
4-4 with what Simons described as a
“clutch goal.” With only 27 seconds
remaining, Doty knocked in her fourth
goal ofthe season, once again assisted by
Alexander and Hilsky.
“It took a lot for us to get the game tied
up ... but we were feeling pretty confident going into overtime,” Simons said.
“It was definitely a very physical game
[that kept going]... back and forth.”
In overtime, Georgetown managed to
hold back Richmond’s attack for the first
few minutes, but the Spiders eventually
found a hole in the Hoya defense. With
12:46 remaining, Ottavina scored the
game-winning goal to earn the hat trick
off a penalty corner.
According to Simons, it was
Georgetown ’s inability to finish that cost
them the game. “We had a lot of opportunities in the first portion of the overtime but we didn’t capitalize,” she said.
“The first time they got the ball, they
scored.”
Although the Hoyas have an overall

that need to be worked on,” he said.
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we looked sluggish out there.”
Nagelalso mentioned the Hoyas’
lack of collective effort as a problemintheloss. “Although wedidn’t
get all the breaks, we still had to

Heaney, Larry Maranette and Brian Kane.
While Head Coach Tony Johnson said
"he was happy with the overall experience
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not let up. In the second half junior back
Abigail Walker scored off an assist from
junior back Beth Doty to tie the score at
two apiece with 30:30 remaining.
But the seesaw battle continued when
12 minutes later Wendy Werner scored
Richmond’s third goal, once again off a penalty corner.
While Georgetown was able to convert twice more off penalty corner situations in the remainder of regulation play,
the Hoya effort was not enough. Doty
scored Georgetown’s third goal of the
game off assists from senior tri-captains
Megan Alexander and Hilsky with 11:47
remaining.
Richmond reclaimed the lead once
again when Megan Conway scored off
an assist from Melissa D’Anton 5:30

the ball on defense,” she said. “We
didn’thave the aggressiveness, and

the coxswain seat, the all-freshman boat,
from stroke to bow, was composed of
Brian Earhard, Payne Miller, John Butler,
Scott Solberg, Keith Gerardin, Chris
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The Hoyas also had trouble on
the defensive side of the ball. “The
defense wasn’t reacting fast
enough,” Turney said. “Something
was missing.”
Nagel echoed these sentiments.
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record of 6-3, the team’s overtime record

stands at 1-3.
On the season, Hilsky leads the Hoyas
with 36 points and freshman midfielder
Caitlin McLean has contributed 16 points
in the first nine games.
In their next game, the Hoyas play
host to Davis & Elkins Wednesday at 4
p.m. on Kehoe Field.
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Classifieds

JOBS IN THE GLOBAL MARKET.....
Being Asian bilingual is your ticket to success.
Interview with the world’s top companies at the Pan-Asian Job Fair, including:
Adobe Systems, Exxon, Fidelity Investments, Johnson & Johnson, Procter & Gamble, and more !

EMPLOYMENT

RECYCLING

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL mailing our circulars.
No Experience Required. Free information packet. Call

202-452-5940.
SPRING BREAK! Free Travel/ Highest Commissions. Jamaica, Cancun,
Bahamas, Barbados, Florida, Padre and
More! Free Parties, Drinks and Eats!
Free Info Packet. SunSplash Tours 1800-426-7710.
INTERN FOR HOLLYWOOD’S
BIGGEST STUDIOS and get paid to
do it. You must be detail-oriented and a
hard worker who loves movies. Publicity/ Promotions Department of Ad.
Agency has immediate need for bright,
creative interns. Fax resume to Adrienne
Brodsky at 202-223-2164.
AAAHHH! SPRING BREAK 98 Guaranteed best prices to Mexico, Jamaica,

Bahamas,

Florida.

Group

dis-

counts & daily free drink parties! Sell

trips, earn cash, & go free! 1-800-2347007. www.endlesssummertours.com.
FRESH FIELDS in Georgetown, an
upscale natural/gourmet supermarket,
seeks cashiers and cheese salespersons.
We offer flexible evening and weekend
hours, a generous food discount, and an

enjoyable team atmosphere. You supply
energy, reliability, and a great customer
service attitude: Apply in person
Wednesdays, 2-4 p.m., or call Floyd at
333-5393 for appt.

WANTED - People to help our family
to move on Monday, October 6, any
hours. $6/hr. 301-248-7479, LM.
EARN. FREE TRIPS AND CASH!
CLASS TRAVEL needs students to pro-

mote Spring Break 1998! Sell 15 trips &

COMPANY

seeks re-

sponsible, organized, outgoing person
to assist in day-to-day operations of
family-owned recycling business. Great
way to learn all aspects of small business operations. Position is part-time
and has flexible hours. Call (703) 751130. Salary Negotiable.

GROWING NON-PROFIT HONOR
SOCIETY located in Dupont Circle
seeks student assistant to manage daily
office procedures. WP and Web experience needed. Must be organized, dependable and motivated. Flexible hours
up to 20 hours per week at $7.00/hr.
Leave message at NSCS at 202-463-

7886.
PART
TIME
CHILD
CARE
NEEDED - Requires picking up two
children at Holy Trinity School (near
Georgetown campus) at 3:00 p.m. Monday through Thursday, driving them
home to Takoma Park, Maryland, and
providing supervision until 6:30 p.m.
Must have own car, references and a
good driving record. Salary: $8.00 hour
plus automobile expenses. Call Cheryl
at 202-216-8382 during business hours
or 301-445-7147 evenings and weekends. Two students can share this job.

THE

GEORGETOWN

CARE

- MD

family (next to

Choose Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan,
Jamaica or Florida! North America’s

TRA,

CHILD CARE JOBS AVAILABLE On-call. Flex hours. We’ll work around
your schedule. Work when and where
you choose. Own transpo needed. $7$10/hr. Formoreinfocall: THENANNY
FACTOR. (301) 320-5245.

655 West 34th Street N.Y.C.

George Sherman Union

775 Commonwealth
Boston, MA
To register or get more information, contact:

Ave.

International Career Information Inc.
Phone: 1-800-859-8535 ¢ http://www.rici.com/acw * e-mail: jfinfo@rici.com
China * Hong Kong * India * Indonesia * Japan + Korea + Malaysia * Philippines + Singapore * Taiwan * Thailand + Vietnam

AN-ASIAN 10B FAIR

URBAN R& B - Female instrumentalists needed for project with lady
songwriter. I'll finance you. Beginners
25 and under give Tee a call. (301) 808-

7834.
BE AS YOU ARE is a hip wholesale Tshirt company located in Georgetown.
We are seeking an ambitious, energetic
business/PR type for a part-time, paid
internship. Multiple responsibilities and
great experience. Call 202-965-2787.

FOR RENT
APT FOR RENT $600.00 - Just over
Key bridge. Large 1BR eff. Private entry. Walk to Starbucks/ Giant/ Metro/
Park/bike path. Seconds from GW Pkwy
& 66. Great bathroom, pool. Phone &

cable ready. Call Jim @ 202-338-1310,
703-516-0714.

[oH
every bit as
comfortable

lamps

2 head VCR

from

from
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38g

ture

STIL) 687-3947,
faxto (202) 687-274 1,
or stop by Leavey 421

king sets

only

‘89 ‘159 ‘199

FURNITURE - Retail sale of used
hotel furniture. Beds, sofas, sleeper
sofas, dressers, lamps, tables, mirrors at unbelievably low prices! Visit
our showroom at 8001 Newell Street,
Silver Spring, MD 301-587-7902.

URS!

queen sets

Choose from more than one way to pay. But no
matter which option you choose, you'll get next
day delivery, premium quality, lower prices and
complete satisfaction — gAaronteed.

;

5 Ads

mattress & bax spring

i

twin sets

largest student tour operator! Call now!
1-800-838-6411.

Nov. 20, 1997

Boston University

* Oct 18 is Only for Japanese speaking bilinguals

theirs. Call 301-657-8350.

This Space Could

travel free! Highly motivated students
can earn a free trip & over $10,000!

Oct. 17-18,1997*

Jacob K. Javits Convention Center

SEAFOOD

GRILL on 19th Street is now hiring
experienced, passionate, innovative parttime servers, hosts/hostesses, and foodrunner. We offer flexible hours and
many benefits. Please apply in person
between the hours of 3 and 5 any day of
the week at 1200 19th Street, between
M and N Streets.
CHILD

DC line) seeking person to provide
afterschool childcare for two children,
nine & eleven years old. Hours 3:30
(approx.)-7 p.m., thee days/week. Drivers license required. Pay $10/hr. You
can do your homework while they do

‘99

queen sleeper

99.249
from

All furniture previoulsy rented. Items may vary.

Aaron 5 Furniture’
Baltimore * 1730 Whitehead Rd. * 410-944-1440

Beltsville * 11714 Baltimore Ave. * 301-210-0120

Rockville * 52 Derwood Cir. * 301-424-3922

Chantilly * 4124-A Walney Rd. * 703-378-0080

Alexandria * 5720 Gen. Washington Dr. * 703-941-7195

Alexandria * 5720 Gen. Washington Dr. * 703-941-7097

Chantilly * 4124-D Walney Rd. * 703-378-0088

Hours: M-F 9-7, Sat. 9-5

Visit Aaron Rents at www.aaronrents.com
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Hoyas Send Stags to Slaughterhouse
Senior Quarterback Bill Ward Breaks Georgetown Career Touchdown-Pass Record

ASHINGTON REDSKINS WIDE RECEIVER MICHAEL
Westbrook made his first start of the season

By Sean P. FLYNN
Hoya Starr WRITER

Sunday. And it’s about time.
As the fourth pick in the 1995 NFL draft, Westbrook

Fairfield’s fledging football team had every reason to be
confident coming into Saturday afternoon’s game against

was expected to be the Redskins’ playmaker — a gamebreaking threat in the Michael Irvin/Jerry Rice mold. With
|
{

Georgetown.

a potent combination of speed, size and hands, Westbrook
has all the tools to be a star.

But up to now, he’s had more impact upon Stephen
Davis’ face than on the Redskins’ offense.
His occasional flashes of brilliance — such as the
Redskins’ Sept. 14 overtime victory over Arizona, in
which he caught a pair of touchdowns, including the
Jame-winner — have been negated by a slew of untimely
injuries. Sitting on the bench, sometimes stewing,
Westbrook has picked up a reputation asa bad actor. And
while his talent has never been
PATRIC

H R uU BY
——
‘Chin

Music

\

questioned, his attitude and
| toughness have — by fans, the

K

“BD,

|

media and even his teammates.
However, those who have
doubted Westbrook just don’t

Scott Paltos45 seconds before the end of the first half, gave him

the all-time Georgetown record for touchdown passes set by
Aley Demerest in 1991 and 1992. Ward finished the day with

understand. They don’t know

33 career touchdown passes.

the whole story. Until now.
Thanks to some crack
investigative reporting, the kind
Dan Falcon uses over at the
Voice, I’ve obtained fragments

.

It was the defense, though, that solidified the Georgetown
win. The Hoyas (2-1,2-0 MAAC) held the Stag offense to 217
yards. Georgetown sacked sophomore quarterback Jim
Lopusznick seven times for a loss of 44 yards, and picked off
three Lopusznick passes. Fairfield’s rushing offense had averaged 227 yards in its first two games but was held to 56 yards
on 30 carries Saturday.
;
‘The Hoyas’ cause was helped when the Stags’ Royal was
injured onthe Stags’ second play from scrimmage. Royal, who
had been averaging 172 yards per game, broke his right

of Westbrooks diaries. (Of

~
3
Mw | course
— they’ve been edited
heavily for content. Usually by:making things up.) So
without further ado, here are some choice selections.

May 5, 1995
-Draft Day! Looks like I’m a Washington Redskin.
They could use the help. I can’t wait to play with Heath
Shuler. What an arm! What skills! And with coach Turner

collarbone on his first run, and will missthe rest of the season.

For the Hoyas, the running backs, who had only gained 105
yards on 71 carries in the first two games, complemented

leading the way, I figure we’ll hook up for at least, oh,

Ward’s day both on the ground (193 yards on 42 carries) and
by receiving (7 catches for 97 yards and three touchdowns).

1,000 yards and 10 touchdowns. Easy. Montana to Rice.
Aikman to Irvin. Shuler to Westbrook. I kinda like the

Senior running back Steve lorio had 20 carries for 120 yards
and caught a team-high four passes for 25 yards. He broke an
early-season funk that saw him gain only 76 yards on 30 carries.
Fairfield came out strong after the opening kick. The Stags
firstthree playsresulted in first downs enroutetoa 32-yard field
goal after a 48-yard, nine-play drive, and a 3-0 lead.
After that drive, Georgetown showed its dominance.
Fairfield’s next three drives after the opening drive resulted in
three Georgetown interceptions. The Hoyas scored two field
goalsoutofthreeattempts by freshman kicker Peter Carbonara.
With a 6-3 lead at the end of the period, the Hoyas got the ball
back at their own 49 with 14:03 left in the half. Senior running
back Joe Todisco, whoran for 66 yardsin 13 carries inthe game,
ran the ball three times for 32 yards in the five-play drive, which
resulted in a Ward five-yard pass to sophomore tight end Bill
Rutkoske for a touchdown and a 13-3 lead.

sound of that.
June 2

-Paid my final visit to the Colorado campus. It’s hard to
say goodbye to so many good friends. Kordell told me the
Steelers were going to put him at wide receiver. Yeah,
right — and I'll be playing quarterback. He better get used
to sitting on the bench. The team trainer seemed really
sorry to see me go. He thanked me for the “busiest years of
his career,” and for “all the billable hours.” Whatever that
means.
June 23

-Flew into D.C. They could really use a new terminal at
the airport. I can’t believe I couldn’t stop at a Gap on my

way to baggage claim. Not that I needed a pocket-T at that
moment, but it’s nice to know I could get one. Had my
* first meeting with Coach Turner and his staff. They raved
about my potential.
June 31
-Move-in day. The house is huge! I could get used to
being a millionaire. While unpacking, I dropped a box on
my foot. I’m icing it tonight
— no way I’ll miss informal

Meanwhile, the Georgetown

defense gave no ground to

Fairfield’s offense. Beside the first drive, only one Stag drive
went more than 15 yards, and it resulted in a fumble.

workouts this week.

July 1
-Foot is still sore. Had to sit out of informal workouts.

July 5
-Saw a Bruce Lee movie. Liked it so much I signed up
for a Karate class. Our first lesson was on non-aggression.
Only use your skills in self-defense. I figure karate will be
a good way to stay loose and avoid any serious injuries.

July 16

-First practice! I pulled my groin on the first play. That
really hurt. Got some treatment and went back into the
scrimmage. Caught a 45-yard touchdown pass. I wonder if
every NFL secondary is as easy to beat as ours. It was
tougher against Nebraska!
See HRUBY, ». 14

The Stags, in their second year of existence,

started the season 2-0. Their offense was averaging 505 yards
per game. Freshman tailback Marvin Royal was the Division
I-AA rushing leader. And in their Metro Atlantic Athletic
Conference (MAAC) opener, they trounced St. John’s 34-21.
But Fairfield and especially its star freshman was stopped
dead in its tracks by Georgetown, which was playing in its
home opener after coming off a last-second 25-21 loss at Holy
Cross last week. The Hoyas’ defense held the Stags’ offense to
halfits average output whilethe Georgetown offense slowly cut
apart the Fairfield defense to take a 34-9 victory at Kehoe Field.
Senior quarterback Bill Ward completed 17 out of 31 passes
and for 227 yards and four touchdown passes in the win. His
second touchdown pass, a 7-yard screen to junior running back

,

GRAHAM Buck/THE Hoy

Senior quarterback Bill Ward set the school career touchdown-pass recordin Georgetown’s 34-9 win vs. Fairfield Saturday.

Inthe last 1:30 of the half, Georgetown, starting at its own 39,
sped down the field in seven plays including a 43-yard pass to
junior wide receiver Matt Mattimore and Ward’s recordbreaking touchdown. The Hoyas led 20-3 at the break.
The Hoyas started the second halfright where they left off in
the first. Steve lorio almost single-handedly drove the Hoyas
from their 29 into the end zone. He ran five times for 47 yards
and caught two passes for 18 yards, including the 16-yard
touchdown reception to give Georgetown a 27-3 lead.
A 19-yard Todisco pass reception from Ward in the middle
of the fourth finished out Georgetown’s scoring. The Stags
scored their only touchdown with 3:17 left.
“I think in a lot of ways we came out in our first two games
with certain expectations for the other team,” Ward said.
“Today we really just wanted to take care of ourselves.”
Georgetown will face Siena Saturday at 1 p.m. on Kehoe
Field.

MeN’s Soccer

FieLb Hockey

Pirates Attack Hoyas’ Streak

Richmond
Tops GU

Georgetown Squeaks by UConn in Double Overtime
By Greg REILLY
Hoya Starr WRITER

The Georgetown men’s soccer
team’s six-game winning streak came
to an end Sunday as the team fell 1-0

to Big East rival Seton Hall (6-3, 4-2
Big East) on Harbin Field. The Hoyas
had previously beaten Connecticut, another Big East opponent, Friday in
double overtime, 1-0.
The Hoyas, now 6-3 overall and 41 in the Big East, hadn’t lost since the

Hoya Classic Labor Day weekend.
They went into Friday’s game ranked
No. 24 in the most recent Soccer News
national poll.
The lone goal of Sunday’s game
came in the 16th minute of the first
half. Seton Hall senior midfielder:
Mario Correia centered the ball into

the box to sophomore back Shaun
Nicholson whose five-yard header
found the net.
According to Head Coach Keith
Tabatznik, Georgetown was flat to start

the game. “We were very poor for the
first 20 minutes,” he said. “We didn’t

roll up our sleeves until after the goal
was scored against us.”
Sunday’s game was very physical
with a total of 37 fouls being called, 16

against Georgetown and 21 against
UConn. There were also seven yellow
cards issued against the two teams. “It
was a very physical first half,” said
Tabatznik.
The Hoyas and Pirates were nearly

even in shots (12-11) and goalie saves

(4-4). Georgtown did hold an advantage in corner kicks (15-8).

getown held a 15-8 advantage in corner kicks.
Despite outshooting the Huskies 25-

The game was played in a constant

13, the Hoyas didn’t score in regula-

rain, which, according to Tabatznik, had

tion. “I don’t think we were in a rhythm
except for the opening 15 minutes,”
Tabatznik said.
The Hoyas could not capitalize on a
number of good scoring chances. With

a considerable effect on the play. “The
ball skipped around a lot more,” he said.
Georgetown’s best scoring chance
came in the first half with 22:25 remaining. Junior midelder Billy
Bednarz led a Georgetown fast break
and was able to beat the goalie. However, his shot was saved by a Pirate

defenseman.
In Friday’s game, it was only the
Hoyas who scored. With only 49 seconds remaining in the second suddendeath

overtime of a scoreless game,

Hoya sophomore midfielder Mert
Incekara made a long run. He passed
the ball to junior forward Eric Kvello
who put the ball over the goalie’s head
for the game-winner.
“I saw the goalie come out,” Kvello

said after the game, “and I chipped it
over him with my left foot.”
According to Kvello, the team was
happy to keep its winning streak in-

tact. “We’ve had three tough overtime
wins,” he said. “We played good in all
of them, and it’s great to keep our
streak alive.”
Tabatznik said he was proud of the
Hoyas' overtime effort. “They didn’t
give up. They wanted to win,” he said.
Sophomore goalie Tyler Purtill made
seven saves for the Hoyas, and Geor-

17:35 remaining

in the first half,

sophomore midfielder Kevin Shaw’s
. indirect kick found Kvello in the box.
Kvello’s header barely missed, clang-

ing off the left post.
Then, with 27:35 left in the game,
Incekara was able to get a foot on the
ball and pass it to freshman midfielder
Khary
Robinson.
However,
Robinson’s shot was punched wide
right by the goalie.
The Hoyas also had a scoring chance

in the first overtime. Senior back Dan

Helfrich controlled the ball on the right
side with 6:25 left in the period. He
crossed the ball to Kvello whose header
barely missed the left side of the goal.
The Hoyas do not play again until
Saturday at 2 p.m. when they take on
the Villanova Wildcats at Harbin Field
in another Big East game. According
to Tabatznik, the rest will help his
team. “I think we need it now, whether

we won or lost today,” he said.
“Villanova is a good team. They
play on a lot of emotion,” Tabatznik
said. “We simply need to play better
soccer.”

By Jamie BasTeEk
Hoya Starr WRITER

The Georgetown women’s field
hockey team suffered its third loss of the
season when the squad fell 5-4 to University of Richmondin overtime at Richmond, Va., Saturday.

:

The Spiders took their first lead when
senior tri-captain Amy Ottavina scored
her first goal of the game off a penalty
corner with 15:58 remaining in the first
"half.
“[Richmond] definitely dominated
play ... during the first half,” said Head
Coach Kim Simons. “[The Spiders] came
»outhard and basically dictated
the tempo
of the game.”
Indeed, Richmond outshot the Hoyas

15-5 and enjoyed a 10-4 advantage in
penalty corners throughout the first half.
Georgetown’s attack struck back with
8:33 remaining in the period as senior
forward Lauren Hilsky netted her 13th
goal of the season off an assist from
freshman midfielder Morgan Lynn. Her
goal tied the game at 1-1.
However, just 34 seconds after the
Hoya attack, the Spiders reclaimed the
lead as Ottavina scored off another pen-

alty corner.
“Their penalty corners were very strong
and ... definitely hurt us,” Simons said.

“They scored most of their goals off
penalty corner situations.”
GeorF GouGloN/THE Hoy |
The Hoya offense, however, would
Sophomore midfielder Mert Incekara and the Hoyas beat the Huskies 1-0 Friday.
See FIELD HOCKEY, ». 15

